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The forests of the Oregon Coast Range have been both the principal

natural resource, and for many years, the primary economic base of the

region. In the past thirty years, changing social and economic factors have

created new visions for these forests, leading to conflict over the appropriate

management of both public and private forest lands. Initially the conflict
played out in escalating disputes over the management of public lands. Most

recently, the recognition that the boundaries of ecosystem interactions, water

quality, wildlife habitat, and even public safety do not fit into a public/private

classification, has led to increased conflict over the management of private

forest lands. This study examines the political patterns and dynamics of the

Oregon Coast Range region as a forum for exploring how the institutional

realities of political influence have shaped forest policy formation for private

lands. Key political actors were influential in formulating and promoting the

1971 Oregon Forest Practices Act and Rules, the primary regulatory policy for

private forest lands, and they were active participants in the evolution of

three subsequent policy areas: the composition of the Oregon Board of

Forestry, the rules for riparian areas, and the regulation of logging on steep

slopes and unstable soils. Through an analysis of patterns of influence and

procedure; resources, representation, and access; and regulatory outcomes

with respect to the protection of public goods such as water and wildlife, the



study focuses both on institutional capacity to respond to change and issues of

process in regional policymaking. Results indicate that historically, the forest

products industry significantly influenced early policy formation for private

forest lands, and industry continues to maintain a proactive role today.

Environmental groups emerged as a force in the 1980s, but focused primarily

on public land policy. However, their successful use of the media to raise

public awareness served to gradually connect public land issues to private

policy. Other agencies played a role in policy formation but only when

representatives of these groups chose to become involved (or were put under

pressure through litigation by environmental groups). The scientific

community contributed important information, but their work was affected

by the political climate and by the maneuvering of interest groups. Since the

1980s, the policymaking process has included a larger and more diverse group

of political interests, but despite a shift to a more open and inclusive process

of public consultation, the Oregon Department of Forestry (the key regulatory

agency for private forest lands) continues to interact more often with industry

representatives in crafting policy, and when other stakeholders are not

present, industry goals dominate agency decisions. Forty percent of the

Oregon Department of Forestry's Forest Practices Division budget, as

mandated by 1973 state legislation, comes from the timber harvest tax.

Theory proposes that this budget dependency could influence the choice of

policy and management options that prioritize continued and increased

timber harvest over the protection of public goods such as water and wildlife.

Regulations and rules protecting public resources have increased since the

inception of the 1971 Act, but have been criticized as still minimal in

addressing the protection of the forest ecosystem as a whole and the

cumulative effects of harvest practices.
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PRIVATE FORESTS-PUBLIC RESOURCES

Policy and Landscape on the Oregon Coast Range

INTRODUCTION

In the Oregon Coast Range, the great stands of Douglas fir, western

hemlock, redwood, spruce, and cedar have been both the principal natural

resource, and for many years, the primary economic base of the region. These

forests have also been revered by many for their beauty, their abundant

wildlife, and their spiritual values. During the first century of European

settlement of the Oregon Coast Range, the forests were managed for material

amenities and profit. Efficiency in harvest, and eventually reforestation were

key objectives for landowners. This resulted in a very different modification

of the landscape than had occurred previously from natural disturbance cycles

and use by native populations. In particular, during the past thirty years large

stands of older trees on the Oregon Coast Range have became mostly young

stands containing a more uniform human-designed forest.

Along with this physical modification of the landscape, changing social

contexts created new visions for these forests, and in the past few decades,

additional considerations have gained political importance. Recreationists

have been more articulate in expressing their views on forest management.

Ecologists have illuminated the importance of preserving the biological

diversity that is characteristic of a forest with minimal human disturbance.

As public support for environmental values increased (Dunlap 1991), new

objectives for these forests increasingly emphasized greater protection of

public goods such as water, air, wildlife, scenic and recreational opportunities,

as well as maintaining the integrity of the forest ecosystem on a landscape and

watershed scale.
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A consequence of these new objectives is major disagreement over the

appropriate policies for the management of America's forest lands. In the

past two decades, conflicts over balancing ecological, economic, and social

needs have intensified, resulting in a halt to timber harvest on many federal

lands, and considerable uncertainty for the management of state and private

lands. The development of forest policies to satisfy the diverse goals and

interests of society is a major challenge for policymakers and resource
managers.

Initially the conflict played out in increasing disputes over the

management of public lands. Most recently, the recognition that the

boundaries of ecosystem interactions, water quality, wildlife habitat, and even

public safety do not fit into a public/private classification has led to increased

conflict over the management of private forest lands, and a search for the

appropriate balance between the private property rights of individual land

owners and their responsibilities to protect environmental public goods.



PROBLEM STATEMENT

This study focuses on the political patterns and dynamics of the Oregon

Coast Range region, as a forum for examining how the institutional realities

of political influence have shaped forest policy formation for private lands.

Through an examination of patterns of influence and procedure; resources,

representation, and access; and regulatory outcomes with respect to the

protection of public goods such as water and wildlife, the study analyzes both

institutional capacity to respond to change and issues of process in regional

policymaking. The specific focus is the role of political players on the

evolution of the 1971 Oregon Forest Practices Act and Rules, the key policy

affecting the management of private forest lands in the Oregon Coast Range.

How this policy evolved has implications for subsequent policy development

and land management activities that determine the future of the forest

landscape. Policies focused primarily on the economic benefits to a minority

of stakeholders may sacrifice the health of the forest ecosystem and assist only

a small group of individuals at the expense of the larger general public and

future generations. Alternatively, policies focused on environmental

protection could result in limiting the material amenities desired by society

and could negatively impact local resource dependent communities.

How policymaking occurs also has broad implications for the

governmental process in the United States. In an ideal democracy public

policy is open to scrutiny and debate at various stages of formation. Diverse

groups are supposed to have equal access to legislatures and administrative

agencies and be substantively included in the policymaking process. This is

how our society determines two issues at the core of forest resource conflicts,

the appropriate balance between the rights of private forest land owners and

their responsibilities to protect public resources, and the appropriate role for

government institutions in this process.

3



RESEARCH STRATEGY

In understanding how policies evolve, the challenge is to locate the

sources of change in the legal, institutional, social, and cultural environment

in which policy is embedded. In the United States, this task is complicated by

the fragmentation of the political system, the diversity of political players and

institutions, a rapidly evolving social and cultural, and technological

environment, and increasing globalization of the marketplace. However in

searching for the key sources of policy change in this particular geographical

landscape, past studies point to the interaction of political actors with state

institutions as a core area for analysis (Protasel 1980). Unique local, national,

and global circumstances - both human and ecological - within which policy

has occurred are also significant, and these are briefly discussed when

relevant to the key questions posed. For the most part however, this study

focuses on relationships between the key political players involved in the

evolution of the 1971 FPA and three policy areas - the changing composition

of the Board of Forestry (BOF), the forest practice rules for riparian areas, and

the regulation of logging on steep, unstable slopes. The stakeholders include

the forest products industry, the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), the

State Legislature, the Governor's office, other State and Federal Agencies, and

more recently, local environmental interest groups and scientific consultants.

Research will encompass three areas of investigation:

The evolution of the 1971 FPA and three key policy areas.

The political players involved in policy formation along with
indicators of their strength and influence.

Procedural and institutional patterns in the evolution of these

policies.

I have approached this study from several angles. There is an

introduction and a brief delineation of the problem and research strategy. An

4
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examination of pluralism and political theory provides both a literature

review and establishes a framework for examining the interaction of interest

groups and other political players in the policymaking process. Next I present

a more detailed discussion of the specific objectives and the research methods

used in the study. The main body of research consists of a history of the 1971

FPA, and the background and current status of the three policy areas: the

changing composition of the Oregon Board of Forestry, the relationship

between logging and landslides on steep slopes and unstable soils, and the

new rules for riparian areas, and an analysis of the roles of the different

political players involved in the evolution of these policies. The final chapter

discusses patterns and trends.



POLITICAL THEORY AND FOREST POLICY

Pluralist Theory

Pluralist theory proposes that interest groups, representing the

diversity of players participating in the American political system, have a

strong and positive influence on the formation of policy. James Madison was

one of the earliest and most articulate writers on the pivotal and unavoidable

role of groups, or "mischiefs of faction" in the formation of poiicy (Madison

1961). Like philosophers before him, Madison struggled with the way in

which the collective interest could predominate without sacrificing an

individual's freedom, liberty and dignity. He suggested that it was inevitable

that individuals would organize to further their interests. He proposed a

system of government that would permit them to freely advocate their views

even though some of those views would benefit only small constituencies at

the expense of the public good. His pragmatic solution was that competing

interests based on differing classes, occupations, and beliefs should be

permitted within a structure of government that contained sufficient checks

and balances. This would control undue domination by any particular

"faction" (Lunch 1996).

Other theorists echoed Madison. Alexis de Tocqueville observed that

America's "associations" provided an obstacle to a tyranny of the majority,

and at the turn of the century, political scientist Arthur Bently rejected the

significance of formal institutions and suggested that the origins of all

political activity could be found in the interplay of groups (Davis 1994). In the

1950s and 1960s David Truman and Earl Latham supported the contemporary

manifestation of these ideas, known as Pluralist Theory, arguing that political

society can best be understood by examining the interaction of groups.

6
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"The behaviors that constitute the process of government cannot be
adequately understood apart from groups, especially organized interest
groups...." (Truman 1971).

"Every statute tends to represent compromise because the process of
accommodating conflicts of group interest is one of deliberation and
consent. The legislative vote on any issue tends to represent the

.balance of power among contending groups at the time of voting."
(Latham 1952)

A decade later, a study of local politics in New Haven, Connecticut by

Robert Dahl confirmed that in four areas - political parties, nominations,

urban redevelopment, and public education - different groups of people were

active and influential. He concluded that policy outcomes were reached

through bargaining and compromise between affected groups and elected and

appointed political representatives, with no one group consistently

dominating. He added bureaucratic behavior, the degree of centralization,

and the political rules of the game as additional components in policy

formation. In addition, he proposed that while political elites did sometimes

have disproportionate power, this was countered by the everyday workings of

interest groups (Berry 1989).

These early analysts characterized the American political process not as

a static relationship among institutions, but rather as a dynamic relationship

among a plurality of contending groups. Davis (1994) summarizes the main

ideas of early pluralist theory as follows:

Groups and group interaction with government are at the center
of American politics;

The American public is fragmented by an extreme diversity of
political, social, and economic interests;

The American system has an abundance of entry points through
which groups can gain the access to policymakers necessary for
effective participation;

Politics is a process of bargaining, negotiation, and compromise
forced upon competing interests;
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The political system is self-regulating and thus corrects
pronounced imbalances before any one interest can gain an
excess of power and seriously bias the process;

In most policy areas, the role of the state is and ought to be
primarily mediative (Davis 1994).

Critiques of Pluralist Theory

From the start, pluralist theory had its opponents. The key criticisms

were that in practice significant issues are not always part of the political

debate, certain segments of society are simply left out of the debate, and the

democratic process is flawed due to an uneven distribution of political power.

Elite theorists, such as C. Wright Mills, contended that power in the

United States is dominated by a small number of powerful individuals and

corporate interest groups who control policy outcomes. Ordinary citizens and

the groups that represent them have little influence, and in any allocative

decision involving natural resources, allocative benefits will principally go to

this elite (Davis 1994, Chomsky 1996). Wells (1977) focuses on ways in which

control of the economic institutions in an area influence the political sector,

and how this in turn leads to decision making that tends to favor the

dominant economic interests. While modern technology within an

appropriate system could potentially produce a clean environment and ample

resources for the world's population, many elite theorists argue that the

hierarchies present today in resource decisionmaking are not democratically

controlled and the economic elite are thus successful in securing a

disproportionate share of resources for themselves at the expense of less

powerful populations (Francis 1996).

Marxists, identifying power in capitalist societies as part of a class

struggle in which the owners of capital exploit those who sell their labor,

emphasize material wealth, control of capital, and one's position with regard

to the means of production as key determinants of such power (Schnaiberg

1980, Salazar 1985). The critical theorists, such as Herbert Marcuse, suggest
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that the United States political system stands behind a facade of democracy,

where the larger issues of society, such as the relative distribution of wealth,

are never really addressed by the government. An outcome is the

perpetuation of a status quo that heavily favors business interests and

economic growth in direct conflict with the protection of such public

resources as water, air, wildlife and forests. The pressures of growth and the

market have the effect, therefore, of limiting environmental protection policy

(Schnaiberg 1980, Davis 1994). In addition, a wide range of writers in multiple

disciplines propose that resource development in the United States has been

harmful to the ecology of the west (Worster 1982, Reisner 1986, Wilkinson

1992).

Two types of interests have been singled out by pluralist critics as being

particularly unrepresented. The first involve those of the disadvantaged

segments of society such as welfare recipients, poor minorities, and the

unemployed. Since the poor are often inadequately organized with little

power, bureaucratic institutions tend to perpetuate entrenched and well

organized interests (West 1982). Thus even if pluralism in theory recognizes

all interests, Mancur Olson (1965), E.E. Schattshneider (1960), West (1982) and

others claim that many interests never even make it to the bargaining table

and essentially go unrepresented in the political arena. The civil rights

movement in the early 1960s was a manifestation of this criticism,

demonstrating that there are whole categories of groups that are consistently

left out of the political process (Berry 1989). As E.E. Schattschneider states

"The flaw in pluralist heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong

upper class accent" (Schattschneider, 1960). Thus, the large disparities in

resources between different interest groups eliminates meaningful bargaining

and fair competition (Davis 1994). In addition, some critics also suggest that

the majority of people do not belong to any group at all (Hamilton 1960).

However, in a 1972 study, Verba and Nie found that 62% of the public belong

to at least one association, with 40% claiming active membership (Verba and

Nie 1972).
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The second type of interests under-represented in the pluralist arena

are diffuse, broad, and immaterial public interests that lack an exclusive stake

in a political issue. Consumer and environmental interests fall into this

category (Schlozman and Tierney 1986, Davis 1994). Mancur Olsen (1965)

points to the free-rider problem that occurs when a collective good is sought.

Because such goods are non-divisible, they can be shared by all individuals

whether or not they have participated in or supported the interest group

involved in the good promoted in the political arena. The free-rider problem

weakens the political power of interest groups supporting the protection of

environmental public goods.

Others suggest that this tendency is countered by the more recent

recognition that political demands are not just for materially quantifiable self-

interests. Wilson (1995) defines additional purposive and solidary interests,

and claims that these are significant and strong motivators for organization

formation. He suggests that due to increased government grants and

foundation support it is now relatively easy to start a political organization,

resulting in an explosion of public-interest lobbies. (Wilson 1995).

Pluralism and the Public Interest

A question that arises is whether interest groups embedded in pluralist

theory are indeed a reflection of the public will. Does simply adding up all

the singular competing interests that compose a pluralist society end up

defining a broader public interest, particularly in light of both the under-

representation of many segments of society, and the failure of political

institutions and structures to address ecological problems? Wilson, for

example, cites groups that define themselves as representing the public

interest, such as Ralph Nadar's consumer rights organizations, and he asks

who these groups truly represent (Wilson 1995).

Alternatively, the public interest can be described as more than the

sum of private interests. The public interest can be a reflection of an all-
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inclusive public's collective will with moral or legal principles and standards

that can be defined (Davis 1994). Schlozman and Tierney (1986) discuss the

differences among contemporary analysts as to whether there is a public

interest and how it is defined. They propose that the public interest

represents the actual or potential preferences of most members of the

relatively extensive groups (consumers, air and water users etc.) that are also

significantly affected by legislation regulating public goods. Their definition

of a public interest group is "one seeking a benefit, the achievement of which

will not benefit selectively either the membership or the activists of the

organization." Berry (1977) adds the stipulation that the achievement of the

benefit not benefit the members or activists of the organization materially.

Another way to determine the public interest is to examine procedural

processes. Majoritarian democratic politics, the rule of law, and the process of

conflict and compromise among competing groups can result in outcomes

that define the public interest. In this definition, participation in the

policymaking process needs to include all stakeholders. A complication is

that groups promoting different public goods can find themselves in conflict

with each other over which good has priority, i.e. access to beautiful scenery

versus damage to the ecology of a scenic area by too many individuals, or the

economic health of a community, region, or country versus long term

environmental damage. On a global scale, multiple groups supporting the

protection of a wide range of public goods can conflict.

Interest Groups

"There is no point in the policymaking process at which group activity
ceases to be significant"(Rosenbaum 1977)

Jeffrey Berry (1989) elaborates on the powerful role that interest

groups play in today's society, proposing that while they do not necessarily

reflect the concerns of all Americans, their growth has succeeded in

expanding the range of lobbying organizations represented in the political
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system. In that sense they have been a powerful force in shifting the balance

of political power, thereby affecting policymaking. Zeigler and Peak (1972)

define an interest group as representing a social aggregate that forms over a

collective desire for, or concern over, either an abstract or material political

object. Such political goods can only be obtained by dealing at some level

with the state. The distinction is made between selective goods which are

divisible and particular to given beneficiaries, and collective or public goods

which cannot be divided and thus benefit even those who did nothing to gain

them (leading to Olsen's free-rider dilemma).

Critiques of interest group politics point out that groups oriented

towards material or economic goods have an easier time organizing than

those oriented around purposive goals. Such groups can demonstrate more

readily quantifiable results that fulfill very specific expectations. Finally,

those groups that are well-organized, well-placed, and status-quo oriented

often control the boundaries of political debate (Davis 1994). In the United

States regulation is often designed for the benefit of, and supported by, large

economic interests. Stigler asserts that the higher per-capita stakes of large

economic interests in regulatory programs will lead them to devote more

effort to regulatory politics and legislation, which will in turn reflect their

interests (Quirck 1981). Stigler and Peltzman further propose that the

policymaker's goal is to get elected to office, and his output is described as

being purchased by interest groups who in turn must be able to provide votes

and other resources to the policymaker (Salazar 1985).

Theodore Lowi states that governmental decisions concerning

distribution and redistribution of resources are largely the result of efforts by

the more powerful economic interest groups at the expense of the protection

of public environmental goods. He describes the existence of several types of

policy arenas, each with its unique politics:.

Distributive politics result where the consequence of a policy is to
distribute resources to a well defined group;
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Regulatory politics involve conflict among organized groups and benefits
some groups at the expense of others;

Redistributive politics involve issues that divide people along class;

He concludes that pluralist governments create a resistance to change

so when lobbying groups arise to protect certain interests, government favors

these established groups in later negotiations on policy issues (Davis 1994,

Quirk 1981). Wilkinson (1992) supports this in his discussion of the "Lords of

Yesterday," laws established a century or more ago in the western United

States that continue to dominate todays regulatory policies.

In contrast to these critiques of interest group politics however, James

Wilson (1974 & 1995) proposes that regulatory programs vary considerably,

and he makes the distinction between those interest groups that form around

material incentives, and those that form around such purposive and solidary

goals as altruism, ideology, morals, status, or duty. He highlights the different

nature of business and industry groups versus environmental and consumer

groups, and describes four different ways that costs and benefits can be

distributed in the political arena:

Majoritarian Politics occurs when costs and benefits are widely distributed;

Interest Group Politics occurs when costs and benefits are narrowly
concentrated;

Client Politics occurs when costs are distributed but benefits are
concentrated;

Entrepreneurial Politics occurs when benefits are distributed but costs are
concentrated (Wilson 1974, 1995).

Dahi points out that inequalities in one facet of group resources, such

as money, can be off-set by other factors such as intensity of commitment,
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expertise, or status. What matters is not so much the amount of a group's

resources, but the skill with which it uses them (Dahl 1961).

However the institutional structure of interest groups that support the

protection of public environmental goods leaves them at a distinct

disadvantage in the political arena. They do not have the financial clout of a

large corporation and generally have to raise their money from a

combination of foundation grants and individual donations. Thus a good

deal of time is spent just getting enough money to function. To qualify for

foundation money (and to give incentives to individual donors) these

interest groups are usually non-profit 503(c)3 organizations which means they

cannot contribute money to electoral candidates, have a political action

committee (PAC), or engage in any official lobbying. This restricts the scope of

their activity even further relative to industrial and business groups.

Bureaucratic Administration

In addition to looking at interest groups, any discussion of policy

formation requires a look at the nature of the administrative agency that

oversees the implementation of policy, both through its rule making

authority and its monitoring. On the Oregon Coast Range, the key

administrative agency, the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), has played a

very proactive role in both crafting and implementing forest policy for

private lands.

There are a variety of theories about the role of administration in a

pluralist system. While there may be disagreement about what the balance

should be between agency autonomy and responsiveness to interests, there is

general accord that the ideal agency includes broad interest group

participation and access to decision makers in the policymaking process

(Davis 1994). In general however, the assumption of rational and neutral

administration guided by statutory law, has been rejected by many critics. For

example, West (1982) points to agency domination by large scale economic
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interests (agency capture) as a factor in rural poverty. Perrow (1972) talks

about agencies as creating and shaping their environment in order to survive

(agency cooptation). In his discussion of the different approaches to

administrative theory, Davis (1994) elaborates on the ideas of Dahi, Herbert

Kaufman, Charles Davis and Sandra Davis that government agencies act as

mediators of group competition. Within the framework of its professional

goals and standards as well as its legislative mandate, an agency can act as a

referee, while also pursuing its own agenda. An ideal agency needs to possess

a mixture of competence, flexibility, and responsiveness.

Capture Theory and Cooptation

Where statutes confer broad policymaking discretion with minimum

statutory guidance to regulating agencies, and where the focus is on

fragmented issues, policymaking agencies can become particularly vulnerable

to influence by the very interests they are supposed to be overseeing and

regulating, prompting the term captured agency. Capture Theory proposes a

clear domination of an agency by the very user groups which are identified

for regulation by that agency (Francis 1990, Davis 1994, Salazar 1985). Quirck

(1981) points out for example, that an agency's detailed involvement and

stake in the financial success of a regulated group can lead to promotion of

the interests of that group (Quirck 1981). Huntington (1951) points to where

this could strongly influence policy decisions that are perceived to affect the

budget.

Cooptation describes the phenomenon of an agency successfully

securing the support of an interest group for agency goals. This theory speaks

of the agency and its clientele, those interest groups who are heavily

dependent upon an agency's activities. For an agency to survive in the

political arena, it must maintain a satisfied clientele to support it, and in turn

their clientele rely on the agency for support of their goals (Francis 1990). The

economist Randall O'Toole supports this idea in his case study of the U.S.
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Forest Service, where he demonstrates that the Forest Service acts like most

bureaucracies in seeking to maintain its organizational structure and

maximize its budget (O'Toole 1988).

Under cooptation theory, agencies are characterized as being self-

interested and highly political with biases, goals, and constituencies. In the

absence of an agency staff with diverse backgrounds and views, a narrow

system of values and ideology can dominate an agency and limit the scope of

decisions and practices (Davis 1994, Francis 1990, Fortmann 1990).

As a counter to this, when there are multiple points of access for

interest groups the democratic system is better served. A diverse staff, a

budget independent of particular management practices, and a multiple

clientele can encourage an agency's autonomy as well as their responsiveness

to multiple interests and information throughout the policymaking process.

Iron Triangles and Policy Sub-governments

A variation on capture theory is the iron triangle or policy sub-

government. This describes the way a small group of legislators, lobbyists,

and administrators, can work together in a relatively consensual manner,

often becoming locked in a sympathetic relationship. In addition, in trying to

accommodate conflicting interests, legislators often establish broad and

ambiguous mandates and grant agencies the authority, wide descretion, and

resources needed to maintain their sub-governments (Lunch 1996, Davis

1994). In several studies of water projects, iron triangles have been used to

account for the persistence of high agency funding levels even in times of

budgetary constraint (Francis 1990).

Wobbly Diamonds, Issues Networks and Policy Networks

More recently, the proliferation of interest groups in the past few

decades has altered the nature of pluralist politics enough that at times the
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direct lines of communication and response no longer form a tight sub-

government. On the federal level, the increasing participation of the judicial

and executive branches of government, and the Office of Management and

Budget have created additional players. The concept of a more unstable

Wobbly Diamond is currently being used to account for the larger number of

players and new interactions that are beginning to affect policy. Thus, in

contrast to theories of agency capture, Wilson (1995) and others state that the

proliferation of competing interests in the past several decades has tended to

neutralize the abuse of an entrenched clientele, and altered the nature of

interest group politics.

A third model used to explain the heightened intricacy of the policy

making process today is the Issues Network first described by Hugh Helco

(Lunch 1997). This model is "a shared-knowledge group" which links

multiple participants with a range of affected interests regarding a policy

issue. The issues network is an exploded wobbly diamond, with generally

more than one agency and legislative sub-committee involved along with

multiple interest groups and the media, all interacting in an amorphous,

hazy manner. The networks are characterized by their large size and their

accessibility to new participants. Individuals move in and out easily, and also

can include legislative aides, consultants, the media and prominent

knowledgeable individuals (Lunch 1996).

Sub-governments/iron triangles tend to flourish when a small

number of interest groups have the stage to themselves. As this number

increases, competing voices clamor to be heard. In addition, as legislators and

presidents change, interest group access to policy makers can be drastically

altered, not a characteristic of a solid, stable iron triangle. As a variety of

subcommittees share interest in a policy area, an interest group is better able

to find a sympathetic ear for a particular platform. With the increasing input

of outside consultants, interest groups also have a broader circle to solicit for

assistance in influencing policy outcomes. As policy making has become

more intricate and competition from other interest groups more pronounced,
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elected and appointed officials are pleased to rely on the expertise and

technical knowledge of lobbyists. Issues networks provide ways in which

information can be gathered quickly and inexpensively and the relationships

and contacts engendered through these networks expand information that is

critical to lobbyists and legislators. Although becoming a strong and stable

player in an issues network may be difficult, finding other organizations to

trade information with is not.

Relevance of the State Legislature

In the past, state legislatures generally were slow to act in support of the

protection of public goods including air, water, and wildlife. As society

pressed for greater protection, the federal government assumed responsibility

in these areas. When states did respond it was often to forestall federal

intervention or to collect federal assistance.

In addition, prior to Baker v. Carr, the states tilted toward over-

representing rural areas and under-representing cities, leading to complaints

that state legislatures did not reflect the populations they served. In the 1970s,

as Congress began to set goals and standards for environmental protection in

federal legislation, the role of the states in the implementation and

enforcement of policy became more significant. State legislatures today are

now formally more representative of their populations. (Ingram et al. 1980)

Science and Policy

Ingram and Schneider (1996) define the ideal ecological policymaking

as providing an arena and subject matter for democratic deliberation through

which citizens are enlightened, informed, and participate in the search for the

public interest. The problem when political power is primarily legitimated by

appeals to scientific and technical arguments is that scientists become

politicized as each interest group finds experts to support their interests.
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A second consideration is that knowledge systems are contextual and

there are different ways of understanding the natural world. Even scientists

within different settings can be at odds with one another. Thus agency

scientists may hold different perspectives than those in universities, think

tanks, and interest groups. As a result, where causal linkages are subject to

more than one interpretation, interests hurt by a potential policy will attempt

to produce their own scientists and experts (Ingram and Schneider 1996).

Pluralism and Forest Policy Formation

While pluralism has been challenged for both its normative aspects

and its theoretical role in the democratic process, the American political

system does display a pluralistic bent. Political authority is often divided,

there exist potential access points, and interest groups in the broadest

definition are involved to varying degrees in the policymaking process.

That disadvantaged groups have limited access however, was

supported in Patrick West's extensive examination of how American

institutions shape the structure of property rights and economy within rural

primary resource regions (West (1982). His conclusion, consistent with other

analyses, was that "powerful economic interests have exerted considerable

influence over public natural resource agencies with respect to distributive

equity in access to natural resource use.... although external economic

domination has not been complete."

Davis (1994), in his more recent case study on the Siskiyou

National Forest, concluded that although environmental groups had limited

success within the pluralist system, they did serve as a countervailing force to

industry, effectively voicing their concerns and pursuing their objectives.

However, the USDA Forest Service barely met the criteria of an open,

balanced, and flexible agency.



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

Objectives

The broad objective of this project is to identify and examine key factors

influencing the formation of forest policy for private lands. Although subject

to recent federal environmental legislation, private lands are regulated

primarily at the state and local level. This study looks at the. Oregon Coast

Range region, focusing on the role of interest groups and other significant

political players on the evolution of the 1971 FPA and three key policy areas

affecting the management of private forest lands in the Oregon Coast Range.

The organizations and political players examined are:

The Key Administrative Agency

Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF)

The Key Interest Groups

Industry

Environmental
The Scientists

The Elected Representatives

Governor

Legislators

The focus is on the following specific policy areas:

The Formation of the Original 1971 Forest Practices Act (FPA)

The Composition of the Oregon Board of Forestry (BOF)

The Rules for Riparian Areas

The Regulation of Logging on Steep Slopes and Unstable Soils
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Key Questions

Question I

In exploring the narrative of how four policies evolved, the following

questions seek to flesh out patterns or trends in this policymaking process?

Were there any overall patterns of influence and procedure in the

policymaking process?

Question II

As has already been discussed, the ideal role of the policy process in a

pluralist democracy can be seen as negotiation between contending coalitions

that reflect a diversity of interests. The assumption is that this is how a

democratic society balances potentially conflicting issues such as the level of

protection for public resources (air, water, wildlife) on private property.

Did the formation of the 1971 FPA and the evolution of three specific

policy areas reflect a diversity of interests. Specifically:

With its historical dominance, focused economic interest, and

significant budget resources, was the timber industry the continuous and key

player in the formation of the policies examined?

Society's vision for the management of its forests has undergone a

significant shift during the last twenty five years . The public has expressed

support for the goal of increased protection of such public resources as water,

air and wildlife. This has been reflected in the emergence of new

environmental organizations at the federal level, and increasing federal

regulations promoting the protection of these resources.

Has there been a similar shift in the past few decades to a more diverse

group of political players on the state level articulating the greater protection

of public resources on private lands?

21
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Access to decision-makers is a pre-condition to influencing

policymaking, and large disparities in resources can eliminate meaningful

bargaining and fair competition.

Have a diverse group of organizations representing more than the

timber industry had both substantive access and resources to influence forest

policy formation for private lands on the state level?

Historically, ODF focused on timber harvest as its key mission and saw

the industry as its only stakeholder. However, Oregonians now place the

protection of public resources (air, water, wildlife) as a top priority for forest

management (Davis and Hibbitts 1996).

Has ODF made this transition by allowing equal and substantive access

to new stakeholders and new goals in their decision making process?

Generally, regulatory officials want their agency to have a stable or

growing budget and this desire can influence decisions that are perceived to

affect the budget.

Were there budgetary considerations, such as the source of ODF's

funding, that could constrain agency decision making?

Question III

In examining how different political players influenced the

policymaking process, final policy could signify which players had been most

effective in the decision-making process. This is difficult to determine for

several reasons. First, policy on a regional level not only reflects the relative

strength of organized pressures from different political players, but external

social, economic, and political factors (on a regional, national, and global

scale) exist as a major influence. Second, a policy generally represents a

balance between different interests and goals, i.e. economic return to private

landowners versus the protection of public resources. These goals can vary

considerably (for example, is 22% return on investment inadequate, sufficient

or excessive, or alternatively what level of protection for habitat is sufficient,

excessive, or inadequate?). Thus, any particular policy will be dependent not
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only on the most effective political players, but also on the initial goals of all

the players involved, and often these cannot be easily or definitively stated.

Nevertheless a delineation and discussion of specific policies, as well as an

examination of some of the critiques of these policies, can suggest where

policy outcomes were positioned with respect to the goals of participating

players.

Does the evolution of the FPA reflect minimum protection of public

resources using voluntary incentives, the goal of the timber industry?

Alternatively, does it reflect a substantive increase in the protection of public

resources (air, water, wildlife), the goal of environmental groups, some state

agencies, and a majority of the general public (Davis and Hibbitts 1996)?

Methods

General Discussion and Qualifications

Qualitative Research

The purpose of the study is to understand particular relationships in

the policymaking process, and to see if new generalizations can be

formulated. Qualitative methods are highly suitable for understanding,

describing, and explaining such complex aspects of social phenomena and

processes over time (Marshall and Rossman 1989, Singleton et al. 1988,

Strauss 1987). In contrast to quantitative research, which examines the counts

and measures of things and enumerates frequencies, this qualitative research

study examines the characteristics and relationships of people, organizations,

and events.
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The Nature of Open Systems

The most important caveat when examining political and social

phenomena, is to acknowledge that they occur within open systems with

quite flexible, irregular, and unpredictable characteristics. Methodological

techniques borrowed from closed physical systems may lead to limited

generalizations, when used on such open systems.

The variables that affect social and political processes have an inherent

instability. In the policymaking process, the purposes, plans, and values of

individuals can intervene and bring about significant changes that are not

necessarily predictable. Other intervening characteristics not always

accounted for can include patterns of belief, forms of political institutions,

stratification patterns in society, and levels of economic development.

Random and haphazard linkages of people, places, and events can also create

non-marginal changes. In addition, individuals have memory, they can

strategize and problem solve, and they have biases and goals. All of these

variables influence cause and effect, establish constraints, and affect

opportunities. While these forces and events could be small in quantity, their

impact in the political process can be significant.

As we bring in these intervening characteristics, we can end up with

cases that elude strong generalizations, and where conclusions are unique or

fit only a few situations. Thus there may be some determinate aspects to

political processes, but the creative, adaptive, and manipulative problem

solving talents of humans must be factored in (Almond and Genco).

For these reasons, this project offers evidence of relationships and

historical and present policymaking procedures in a particular context, but it

does not attempt to establish definitive cause and effect on a broader scale.

Analysis Techniques

The overall strategy for this project is description and analysis within

an interdisciplinary framework that includes political science, history,
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ecology, and forest policy. To provide an insightful description of complex

events is difficult. Patterns of power, alignments and interdependencies

change. Good description however, can help to frame explanatory

hypotheses, which in turn can lead to more focused and relevant explorations

even when causal inference is not possible on a broad scale (King et al. 1994).

In addition, in-depth case studies such as this serve as a valuable foundation

for sound comparative analysis (West 1982).

One technique that makes use of multiple methodological approaches

to answer questions in qualitative research is triangulation. By combining

different methods of observation, a researcher can obtain a more complete

picture of reality, a richer array of concepts, and a stronger means of

verification (Berg 1995). For this project, a wide net has been cast in

accumulating information. Personal interviews, the media, books, articles,

theses, lectures, forums and ODF documents have been utilized so as to

assure a representative sample and account for a variety of biases. In

addition, primary sources have been emphasized where possible.

A similar technique - grounded theory - focuses on social interaction

and processes as the center of analysis. To capture the variation that

categorizes social phenomena, there is a need to develop many concepts and

linkages. The collection of information, the search for linkages, and the

construction of hypotheses are guided by successively evolving

interpretations made during the course of study (Strauss 1987).

The Perils of Interdisciplinary Research

In discussing the perils of interdisciplinary research, William Cronon

(1991) quotes Marshall Sahlins as describing a process "by which the

unknowns of one's own subject are multiplied by the uncertainties of some

other science," but where the benefits nevertheless outweigh the risks. This

project takes on some of that risk with the hope of gaining a more holistic

picture of policy formation.



Research Design

Areas of Investigation

The research encompassed three areas of investigation:

An exploration, in the form of a narrative, of how the 1971
Forest Practices Act and three specific policy areas evolved;
logging on steep slopes and unstable soils, the rules for riparian
areas, and the composition of the Board of Forestry.

A search for the major political players that were influential in
the formation of these policies along with indicators of their
strength and influence. This will draw on elements from the
above narrative and also look at budget information, lobbying
techniques, and avenues for access.

A search for patterns of influence and procedures in the
policymaking process and linkages between these and policy
outcomes This will draw on the theoretical framework discussed
in the first chapter.

Sources of Information

Written Sources

Content analysis of primary & secondary sources included interest

group and government publications, letters, journals, memoirs, theses, and

books, as well as an extensive search through The Oregonian.

The Interviews

Information was obtained through a set of interviews with over 25

individuals representing the key political players including; industrial and

non-industrial forest owners, the environmental community, ODE, the

governor's office, the state legislature, and the scientists involved as

consultants in forest policy formation. Within each group, I sought to

interview those individuals who had significant involvement and/or a good
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understanding of each of the particular policy processes examined. These

individuals were recommended by a variety of sources, primarily the political

players themselves. When a name came up more than once, that person

received a high priority. The interviews lasted between one and three hours,

and a questionnaire was used to focus the discussion. The interview

generally consisted of two parts. The first part utilized a questionnaire to

elicit information indicating organizational strength and access as

demonstrated by budget size, additional resources, lobbying techniques, and

the pattern of inter-interest group consultations and consultations with

government. The second focused on the policy narrative; what happened

and why. A few of the interviews were taped, but most were not as most

individuals appeared more relaxed without a tape recorder present. In almost

every instance, the interviews served to confirm and elaborate on

information already in print.

The Analysis Process

In looking for procedural trends and relationships in the policymaking

process, summaries were made of each of the four policy narratives. These

summaries were then analyzed to see if there were clear catalysts for the

policy processes and patterns in institutional and political player response.

The lobbying techniques utilized by each of the interest groups, and the

patterns of relationships were assessed by weighting questionnaire responses

(very high 20, high = 15, medium = 10, low = 5, none 0) (see tables 3 & 4).

Budget information was obtained from industry organizations,

environmental organizations, and ODF. Two of the industry groups, the

Oregon Forest Industries Council (OFIC) and the Association of Oregon

Loggers (AOl) declined to share budget information. In the case of OFIC a

minimum budget was deduced from other statements and information.

The results reinforced the narratives with respect to interest group

access to the policy process, agency response to interest group pressure, and



institutional constraints such as amount and sources of organization and

agency funding.
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POLITICAL PLAYER INFLUENCE AND EARLY
REGULATION OF PRIVATE FORESTRY ON THE OREGON

COAST RANGE

From the early Native Indians and the first European settlers to the

present day inhabitants, forests have defined western Oregon's landscape.

Although Native Indians derived shelter, weapons, clothing, and

transportation materials from the forest resource, European settlers brought

with them a different concept of land as property, and this effected a more

significant transformation of the forest landscape. A commercial and

utilitarian ethic dominated both the thinking and practice of early American

forestry, strongly influencing forest practices.

The dominant themes for western federal lands in the mid - 1800s were

the encouragement of homesteading and the improvement of forest lands.

For example, the Timber Culture Act of 1873 offered 160 acres of public land to

any person who would plant 40 acres of it with trees and keep them healthy

for ten years. By the late 1800s, there was a growing fear of fire and the threat

of scarcity as the country saw the results of the industry's decimation of

southern and eastern forests. This contributed to a push for federal

regulation that eventually resulted in the establishment of the forest reserves

(Dana and Fairfax 1980).

Government participation in forestry on a state and regional level also

grew out of the timber industry's desire for fire protection, as well as a desire

for other assistance programs. Increasing federal pressure for forestry

practices to be applied in a more environmentally-sensitive fashion was also

a factor. However, there was a lack of interest in forest preservation among

local private landowners, and the state response stressed cooperative and

incentive-based programs, such as the regulation of prices to bring relief from

unstable markets, and fire protection. Industry has continued to support



these programs, along with efforts to control the nature of any regulations

(Dana and Fairfax 1980, Ellefson et al 1995, Cronemiller 1936).

Origins of The Oregon Board of Forestry

In 1902, several very large fires ravaged Oregon, and in response

lumber companies instituted voluntary fire protection procedures. The

Oregon Board of Forestry traces its origins to lumbermen's concern with the

devastating economic effects of these fires. In 1905 the Oregon State

Legislature passed laws requiring burning permits during closed season and

authorized county courts to appoint fire rangers. Activities were limited

however, due to the fact that the biennial appropriation for this amounted to

only $500 (Cronemiller 1936).

In 1907 the legislature declared it unlawful to set fire to "prairie or

other lands," and individuals began to organize fire patrols to protect private

lands. The hot dry season and resultant fires in 1910, prompted the state

legislature to create a new State Board of Forestry, a State Forester and a State

Department of Forestry. In addition, a revised forestry code in Oregon

provided for county fire wardens, the establishment of a fire season, and the

regulation of burning permits. The code also required that operators burn

slash and install spark arrestors on all logging equipment. The legislature

appropriated $60,000 to carry out the work of the department (Cronemiller

1936, Robbins 1985, Forest Log 1986).

In the early 1920s concern arose in the forestry profession over how to

bring scientific forestry to bear on private forest practices. One response by

Willamette Industry's founder, George Gerlinger, helped to produce "A

Forest Policy for Oregon," a twenty point program outlining standards for the

management of federal, state, and private forest lands. It addressed the need

to protect forests from fire, insects, and disease, as well as for the development

of nurseries to provide seedlings for reforestation. It also promoted tax

incentives that would enable private landowners to keep their cutover lands.
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Gerlinger encouraged the State Legislature to pass the Reforestation Act in

1929 which established a modest annual tax on each acre and a yield tax at the

time of harvest (Baldwin 1982).

The 1941 Oregon Conservation Act

Background

During the 1930s, public officials, professional foresters, and some

lumbermen in Oregon became concerned that Oregon's forests were being

rapidly depleted due to speculation in timber, tax pressures and excess mill

capacity. Serious fires in 1933 again prompted an analysis of current fire

protection, and a law was passed closing operations during periods of fire

hazard. Additional issues discussed at this time included public acquisition of

tax delinquent lands, insect and disease control, watershed and erosion, and

wildlife protection, but clearly fire control was again the pre-eminent issue

(Cronemiller 1936, Kimball 1929, Salazar 1985).

However, despite this ongoing concern, private foresters continued to

resist government regulation and pushed for voluntary incentives. For

example, in the early 40s, the American Tree Farm System was established as

a way for forest owners to voluntarily protect lands from fire, insects and

disease, and to voluntarily reforest cutover land (Ellefson et al. 1995).

In 1936, the Oregon State Board of Forestry (at this time composed of

representatives of the lumber and livestock industries) recommended that

forest lands within the state be managed to ensure a sustained yield of timber

and other forest outputs. During the late 1930s, professional foresters such as

William Greeley and David Mason who represented trade associations

encouraged the adoption of scientific forest practices. However, along with

Gerlinger and others they also warned private forest owners and Oregon

Governor Sprague that Congress was considering federal regulatory
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legislation. Shortly after, the Governor appointed a Land Use and Forest

Policies Committee of the Oregon Economic Council to develop a legislative

program to address problems and issues related to fire detection and control,

land acquisition, wood-wastes research, and regulation of commercial timber

harvesting (Salazar 1985).

In 1941, the committee endorsed draft legislation to regulate

reforestation prepared by the West Coast Lumbermen's Association and the

Western Pine Association. The proposals were supported by the Oregon

Board of Forestry and professional foresters and were passed by the 1941

Oregon legislature as the Oregon Forest Conservation Act (Salazar 1985).

Purpose and Requirements

The Act's stated purpose was to "conserve forest resources for the equal

and guaranteed use of future generations, and to protect forest and water

resources," however its main focus was reforestation. To comply with the

law, an owner had to plant or seed once. The success or failure of the

planting was not considered, limiting the effectiveness of the Act (Hennessey

1987, Cleary et.al. 1978)

Comments and Critiques

Although the Forest Conservation Act was formally initiated by the

governor, representatives of the industry, the trade associations, and the

profession placed the issues on the agenda and lobbied strongly for passage of

the act. Stuart Holbrook, a writer described it as a law "written and fostered by

Oregon loggers and lumbermen themselves in an attempt to control the

irresponsible minority of their fellows" (Baldwin 1982 pp. 663). There was no

real opposition despite few substantive provisions for forest protection in the

Act. No notification requirements or permit systems were created, and there

was liability for the cost of corrective action only if the state forester
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discovered a violation. In 1947, the legislature enacted a more elaborate set of

rules (Salazar 1985).

Despite its weaknesses, by 1950 Oregon had one of the stricter Forest

Practices Acts in the United States (Dana and Fairfax 1980). In addition, the

increasing employment of professional foresters, along with a favorable

economic climate for reforestation, led to better forestry practices (Ellefson et

al. 1995). However, although reforestation efforts continued into the 1950s,

techniques sometimes failed to accomplish this goal, and compliance with the

1941 Act was often based on what was planted rather than on the results

achieved (Hennessey 1987).

The 1971 Oregon Forest Practices Act

Background

The end of World War II was followed by a period of unprecedented

population growth, economic expansion, and urban/suburban spread. New

and more diverse interests began to see themselves as having a stake in the

nation's public and private forests. By the 1960s there was increased national

pressures for the regulation of forest management practices. On the Oregon

Coast Range, problems in brush control, ground preparation and protection of

seedlings from animals, insects, disease, and fire had continued to increase

and were identified as limiting successful reforestation on private lands. In
addition, tJie effects of timber harvest techniques such as logging near

mountain streams and yarding down stream channels were seen to be clearly

detrimental to water quality and fish habitat (Hennessey 1987, Martin 1997,

Brown 1997, Adams et al. 1988).

Nationally, the strong focus on protecting public resources such as air,

water, wildlife, and forests resulted in new federal legislation. In particular

the passage of the Water Quality Act of 1965 (Clean Water Act / CWA), and
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the anticipation of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, prompted states

to evaluate both point and non-point sources of pollution. Oregon would

soon be required to update its forest practices to comply with federal standards

(Brown 1997). Reacting to these developments, and in a desire to control the

direction of regulation and keep it primarily at a state level, Oregon's forest

industry promoted reform of the old 1941 Act (Adams et. al. 1988, Hairston

1996).

Responding to this push by the industry, in 1968 the Oregon Board of

Forestry began a review of the 1941 Forest Conservation Act's effectiveness

with respect to water quality, reforestation, and the broader concerns of

environmental protection. A study committee was formed to undertake a

review and recommend legislation, and forestry leaders were invited to

comment on the review.

Recognizing that new knowledge was available on the effects of forest

management on air, water, fish, and wildlife, the Board concluded that the

Conservation Act needed to be updated "in keeping with the broader public

interests and increasing knowledge of the effect of forest conditions on the

various forest benefits." Their goal was to set minimum standards for forest

operations, and a baseline to prevent clearly detrimental practices. In

addition, the Board chose to develop and implement "Best Management

Practices (BMPs)" as opposed to specific instream standards (Brown et al. 1978,

Hennessey 1987, Hairston 1993). Initially, these were advisory

recommendations to reduce nonpoint sources of water pollution from forest

lands.

New legislation was drafted by the review committee which was then

reconciled with an industry-prepared copy prior to BOF approval of the draft.

The forest industry generally supported the new legislation, fearing that a

more stringent set of regulations might result if they did not. In addition,

they hoped to improve their image with an increasingly concerned public.

More effective reforestation requirements were also seen as potentially

improving the long-term timber supply (Hairston 1993, Armstrong 1997).
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The Board received comments on the draft act from industry and

environmental groups as well as the Fish and Game Commissions, the

Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), the USDA Forest Service, the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM), scientists from the Forest Engineering

and Forest Management Departments at OSU, and representatives from

Willamette University and Central Oregon Community College. However,

when the Board formally approved the draft legislation in January, 1971, only

ODF staff and forest industry interests were in attendance. The bill passed

both houses during the 1971 session of the Oregon Legislature and became

effective July 1, 1972. Oregon thus became one of the first states to establish

forest practice laws that went beyond the minimum regulatory measures that

had previously existed (BOF 1971, Hairston 1993, Hennessey 1987). There was

general agreement that the act and rules would need to address the wide

range of forest resources that were of interest to the public, including timber,

forage, soil, water, wildlife, fish, recreation and scenery. However, when the

BOF then convened representatives of the industry and other resource

agencies to recommend specific rules, the process proved to be contentious

(Schroeder 1971).

The FPA required the BOF to appoint three regional committees to

draft rules appropriate for their region, to be completed within nine months.

The Northwest, Southwest, and Eastern Regional Committees were

dominated by industry who held 6 out of 9 positions. Input was received

primarily from the scientific community, the state agencies and the forest

industry. To expand in-house expertise, ODF undertook a training program

offering short courses by representatives from the above groups. A variety of

studies by both the scientific community and the state agencies, such as the

Alsea Basin and the Report by the Oregon State Game Commission and the

Fish Commission of Oregon, also contributed to new recommendations for

strengthening the protection of water quality and fish habitat (Hairston 1993,

Brown 1997).
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The Board received the draft rules and distributed them for further

public comment. Copies were mailed to interested parties including

industrial associations, livestock associations, agricultural groups, local

government, recreationists, journalists, and other resource agencies (Forest

Log Feb 1972). Hearings were also held, attended by representatives from state

and federal agencies, industry interests, and a few environmental groups

(Hairston 1996). The Forest Log (1992) reported on a public hearing on the Act

conducted in Salem in 1971 drew 10 individuals. Although the group was

small, there were a variety of viewpoints expressed. Representatives of

several environmental groups testified that the rules were "flabby" and

"spineless", and that they did not set any minimum standards. A

spokesperson for the forest industry also testified, claiming that portions of

the proposed rules were too stringent and would impose undue hardship on

the forest operator (Forest Log May 1992).

Purpose and Requirement

The Forest Practices Act of 1971 (FPA) set a broad goal which has

remained essentially unchanged. It stated that the purpose of the Act was to:

encourage economically efficient forest practices that
assure the continuous growing and harvesting of forest
tree species and the maintenance of forestland for such
purposes as the leading use on privately owned land,
consistent with the sound management of soil,
air, water, fish and wildlife resources and scenic resources
within visually sensitive corridors...that assures the
continuous benefits of those resources for future
generations of Oregonians. "(527.630, 5/10/96)

The act established stronger regulations (some advisory, some

enforceable) for private forestry that addressed silvicultural prescriptions,

curbed water pollution, and lessened destruction of wildlife habitat. The FPA

did not alter the 1941 act's goal to assure continuous growth and harvesting of
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trees, but it did focus more on protection of the state's air, soil, and water

resources. Specifically, the 1972 act described:

Standards for the successful reforestation of harvested areas with
a new focus on outcomes rather than methods;

Guidelines for forest road construction and maintenance;

Rules for timber harvesting;

Guidelines for the disposal of logging slash and use of chemicals;

Rules for stream side buffer strips

Riparian management and pesticide use were two areas of focus

(Oregon Forest Practice Rules 1972, Hennesey 1987). Research had

demonstrated that large increases in sediment, temperature, and dissolved

nutrients occurred in clear-cut riparian areas, whereas few effects were seen

when stream buffers were present. The 1972 rules addressed this by requiring

that 75% of the original shade be left along fish-bearing streams. On non-fish

bearing streams, the rules required leaving a strip of understory vegetation

sufficient to prevent sediment from entering the stream. A minimum buffer

strip of undergrowth vegetation was also required on permanent streams.

Equipment and logging slash were to be kept out of streams and above the

high - water line of the channel. However this also resulted in the reduction

of large woody debris in many forest streams. When logging near streams,

felling and skidding were required to occur away from the stream if possible.

Additional harvesting practices that were regulated to keep sediment out of

streams included landing construction, areas appropriate for tractor skidding,

and location of skid and fire trails. Channel relocation in fish bearing streams

required the written approval of the State Forester. The FPR required that in

addition to federally mandated label instructions, detailed record-keeping and

state notification were necessary. Chemicals could only be applied during

conditions where temperature, humidity, wind, and other factors specified by

the State Forester were suitable to minimize drift to streams (Oregon FPR

1972).
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Comments and Critiques

Critics of the Act and Rules claimed that in requiring that the field

forester only be notified prior to an operation (as opposed to a having to

obtain a permit), there was little control of an operation until after it was over

(Spain 1997). Hennessey (1987) claimed that there was too much discretion

given to the operator and the regional Forester to avoid the rules. For

example, the forester could only decide about a violation of the rules after the

fact, and an operator did not to need not follow the rules if it was "difficult"

or "inconvenient" to do so.

In 1976, an evaluation of the Act was contracted out to Oregon State

University by the State Forester. It was conducted by a team of six

professionals including representatives of the forest industry the Department

of Environmental Quality (DEQ) , Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

(ODF&W), ODF, the USDA Forest Service, and the Department of Forest

Engineering at OSU. The question raised was whether the rules and their

administration had been effective in maintaining water quality at the

swimmable and fishable levels prescribed in the CWA. The report concluded

that no major modification of the rules needed to be made as they were

consistent with the present level of knowledge reported in the scientific

literature. Recommendations included the increased training of field

foresters given the lack of staff support at ODF in such areas as soils,

hydrology, and fisheries. "Given the importance of the soils problems, (and)

their complexity... .this should be a top priority for staffing and training." Also

noted were the small number of high priority operations to receive pre-

operation inspections (Brown 1978).



POLITICAL PLAYER INFLUENCE AND THREE POLICY
ISSUES

In examining the influence of the main political players on the

evolution of the FPA, this study not only looked at the formation of the

original act and rules, but also at three key policy issues; the 1987 re-

organization of the Board of Forestry (BOF) into a predominantly citizen

board, landslides and logging on high risk sites, and the passage of new

riparian rules to increase the protection of aquatic wildlife. All went through

several iterations after the passage of the 1971 Act.

The Composition of the Oregon Board of Forestry

As a policy body, the BOF is an autonomous institutional structure

which oversees the making of forest policy. Its mission is set forth in

legislative statute (rather than constitutional provision), and today it is

appointed by the Governor, with approval by the State Legislature.

The original 1911 Board consisted of 7 members, all involved in

forestry, with Governor Oswald West as Chairman. When the 1941 Oregon

Conservation Act was passed, the Board was still chaired by the Governor

(Charles Sprague) and had 9 members, 5 from industry, I from the USDA

Forest Service, 1 from OSU, and 1 from the State Grange. Legislation passed

in 1958 added 3 new industry positions making 7 industry plus 1 farm bureau

member out of 11 voting members. In 1959, industry/farm bureau

membership was reduced to 7 and a representative from the Izaak Walton

League/Wildlife Federation was added. In 1960, the Governor was removed

to be replaced by another member of industry (ODF 1 / 1985). In response to

public pressure to reduce industry dominance, the legislature added 2 new

members representing the general public in 1975, creating a labor member

39
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and a separate slot for wildlife, making a total of 13 voting members with 8

representing industry/grange. From 1979 - 1983, there were 15 voting

members and 3 advisory ones, with 8 of the voting members representing

industry/grange, 2 from labor, 2 from the general public, one environmental,

one from the Association of Oregon Counties and the chair from OSU School

of Forestry (BOF 1/1985).

The Catal,st

In 1987, the composition of the Board of Forestry underwent a

significant change to a citizen dominated Board with no more than three

members permitted to have a financial stake in the timber industry. The

catalyst for this modification was the 1986 mandated review of ODF by the

Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) for compliance

with the requirements of Land Use Goal 4 (Statute 197189). Not only had

LCDC had written a critical report on the Forest Practices Act, but industry and

the Board were concerned that local counties were adopting forest practice

regulations within their own jurisdictions. The industry was particularly

anxious that this would have an unsettling effect in "trying to predict

regulatory authority for their forest lands" (Forest Log 9/1997), and they

protested that this would be akin to having 36 little Forest Practices Acts

(Ketcham 1997). In an effort to control the nature of regulation, the industry

and the BOF pushed for exemption from land use planning requirements.

This exclusion would enable ODF to have greater authority over policy for

Oregon's private forest lands.

However, several environmental groups had been challenging the idea

that the BOF could represent the public interest because of its strong

domination by the timber industry. In addition, Attorney General Dave

Frohnmayer issued an opinion on April 20, 1987 that the statutory

appointment procedure for the board was unconstitutional because it
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required that some members be chosen from the lists of nominees provided

by private interests (Sadler 1987, Ketcham 1997).

The Response

The legislature, which had been debating whether to give the BOF

exclusive jurisdiction to enforce the FPA, made the decision to resolve the

issue during the legislative session. Senate President John Kitzhaber's staff

also made a strong effort to repair the constitutional appointments problem.

After putting forth a set of potential points of agreement, Gail Achterman,

Governor Goldschmidt's assistant for natural resources, conducted a

mediation process with a variety of stakeholders. Participants included

industry (Oregon Forest Industries Council - OFIC - the lobbying organization

for the timber industry, Weyerhaeuser, and Simpson), environmental groups

(1000 Friends of Oregon, Portland Audubon, OR Environmental Council),

state agencies (LCDC, ODF&W, ODF), and legislative representatives

(Achterman 1997, Sadler 1987). The result was House Bill 3396 which was

signed into law on July 21, 1987. The 12 member board was replaced by a 7

member board, with all board members to be appointed by the Governor and

approved by the Legislature. Today, no more than 3 members are allowed to

have a major financial interest in the timber industry. In return, the bill

exempted the Forest Practices Program from state land use planning

requirements. This was set forth in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

between the BOF and LCDC. An additional requirement was that the new

BOF adopt rules to protect specified natural resources including air, water,

soil, and fish and wildlife.

The Outcome

The selection process of the citizen-dominated Board has continued to

be opened to interest group lobbying, which has significantly influenced the
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composition of the Board. This occurred in a highly visible way during the

transition from Governor Golschmidt to Governor Barbara Roberts, where a

series of articles and letters in The Oregonian followed the submission by the

Governor and then the rejection by the Legislature of several appointments

to the new Board. The newspaper articles stated that OFIC, representing the

timber industry, lobbied heavily for the Senate to reject two of Governor

Robert's appointments (Green 6/25/1994, Green 6/26/1994), and they linked

the Senate's rejection of Robert's first appointment to the BOF to OFIC's

donation of $4,000 to three key senators five days prior to the Senate vote

(The Oregonian 6/23/1994).

FIGURE 1- COMPOSITION OF RULE MAKING AUTHORITY

1960 1984 - 1997
Members Members Members
6- Forest Industry
I - Range
I - Environmental or Labor
I - Agricultural Industry
1 - County
Chair - Dean of the OSU

School of Forestry
Total =11

3 - Forest Industry
I - Agricultural
I - Assoc. of OR Counties
I - OR State Labor Council
I - OR Small Woodland

Owners Association
I - OR Wildlife Federation

or Izaak Walton League
I - Public Interest
Advisory Members

Citizen Board with no
more than 3 members
permitted to have an
economic interest in
forestry
Total - 7

I - Forest Service
I - BLM
I - OSU School of Forestry
Total - 9 Votin 3 Advisory

Interests Represented on the Board of Forestry
8 Industry
I Environmental /Labor
I County
I OSU

6 Industry
1 Environmental
1 Public Interest
I County

All Citizen (no more
than 3 permitted to
have an economic
interest in forestry)
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The Rules for Riparian Areas

The 1971 Forest Practices Act has always included clear objectives to:

provide for protection of the water, fish and wildlife resources associated with

private forests; meet the requirements of The Water Pollution Control Act

(commonly called the Clean Water Act - CWA) through best management

practices (BMPs); and provide for habitat to maintain and recover fish

populations at well above at-risk, where other factors are not limiting. Thus

ultimately policy changes for riparian areas have not been about whether

there should be protection, but rather what the level of protection should be

(Lorensen et al. 1994). This debate reflected the public's changing demand for

greater protection of soil, water, fish and wildlife.

1970s

In the late 1800s, as rivers became utilized to transport timber, "splash-

damming" became common. As a reaction to the destructiveness of this

practice to rivers and streams, and out of a desire to remove obstructions to

fish migration, early fish habitat restoration relied on removing logs and

large woody debris out of waterways. This practice persisted from about 1940

to the 1970s, when concern about the massive piles of debris generated in

logging old-growth areas reinforced the idea of cleaning debris overloads.

(Cone 1995, Hairston 1993). Preliminary results of the Alsea Watershed Study

in 1972 contributed to this by demonstrating that intensive logging and slash

burning affected stream temperature, sediment filtration, and lowered the

level of dissolved oxygen found in areas ponded by accumulated logging

debris. These findings added to concerns about woody debris and fish passage

(Hall et al. 1987).

As early as 1972, a "Stream Team" was formed to determine the degree

of "cleaning" needed for individual streams. The specialists included ODF

staff, a logging engineer from OSU, biologists from Fish and Game

Commissions, and an industry forester (Forest Log 1972). Eastern Oregon was
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investigated first and the regional committee recommended better

recognition of the role of intermittent streams in fish passage (BOF 1974).

When the Stream Team report was presented to the southwest regional

committee in 1975 however, the industry responded negatively to the

recommended guidelines, and they were not forwarded to the Board. Instead,

the committee recommended that ODF develop maps of critical soils to

enable better identification of landslide prone areas (so as to minimize

sediment delivery to streams) (BOF 1976).

The Catalyst

Along with increasing concern over habitat, the biggest catalyst for

riparian rule changes was Section 208 of the 1972 Clean Water Act which

required states to develop management programs for non-point source

pollution. Although in Oregon the Department of Environmental Quality

(DEQ) had this responsibility, the Department of Forestry was designated to

review (utilizing public participation) and determine the appropriate means

to reduce non-point source pollution. BMPs were considered to be the most

effective and practicable means (including technological, economic, and

institutional considerations) of reducing nonpoint source pollution to a level

compatible with water quality goals (Rey 1980). The 1971 FPA became the first

in the nation to develop BMP-based programs for forest practices (Ice et al.

1997). In 1975, in response to the NRDC v. Train decision that states needed

to establish guidelines for the control of nonpoint source water pollutants

(such as forest management practices), the EPA developed regulations to

guide states in implementing Section 208 (Ice et al. 1997).

The Response

In response to the EPA guidelines, in 1976 the BOF authorized an EPA

funded study to evaluate the BMPs in the FPA. This was a change from the
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usual pattern of relying primarily on the regional committees for such

information. The study (described on page 39) was contracted to the College

of Forestry at OSU and headed by Dr. George Brown (Brown 1976). The state

and federal agencies as well as the forest industry also contributed. In

addition, the technical group coordinated with an advisory committee

appointed from the BOF. Distribution of the report for public comment

brought input from state and federal agencies, the forest industry,

environmental groups, the regional committees and other forest policy

committees (Brown 1976).

The Outcome

The Board concluded that no specific changes were needed in the rules

to meet the Section 208 requirements, and recommended increased staff

training and funding instead (BOF 9/8/1976 in Hairston, Brown 1976, Brown

et al. 1978).

1980s

Catalysts

By the early 1980s, scientists were demonstrating that woody debris in

streams were a part of the salmon's natural habitat and therefore stream

cleaning was not a good idea (Cone 1995), and that adequate riparian buffer

areas were needed to protect the integrity of the watershed. In addition, it was

anticipated that amendments to the Clean Water Act would require states to

meet water quality goals through the development of control plans to reduce

nonpoint source pollution (Ice et al. 1997). This stimulated a new ODF

evaluation of policy for riparian areas.
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The Response

A technical task force on riparian habitat was formed by ODF and the

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODF&W) which included

representatives from four agencies, ODF, ODF&W, DEQ, and the USDA

Forest Service (Riparian Habitat Task Force 1985). Recommendations were

made in early 1986, and the regional committees drafted regulations and held

public hearings later that year (Forest Log 1986).

The Outcome

In 1987, the BOF adopted final regulations (BOF April 15, 1987) that

required riparian buffers to be at least 25 feet wide along both sides of major

fish bearing streams, with 5-21 conifers per 1,000 feet left after logging for

cooling shade, nutrients and fallen logs. Critics pointed out that no

protection was provided for the smaller fish-bearing streams, intermittent

creeks and headwaters that feed larger rivers The Oregonian 11/23/1992).

Recognizing that the 1987 riparian rules had been a compromise

between the diverse opinions and professional judgments of a variety of

interest groups, the BOF implemented a Forest Practices Monitoring Study to

assess the economic effects of the program and whether forest riparian

resources were being effectively protected by current rules and regulations.

Cooperating in the study were representatives from:

State, county, and federal agencies - EPA, ODF, ODF&W, DEQ;

U.S. and Yamhill County Soil Conservation Service;

The scientific community at OSU - Colleges of Forestry &
Agriculture;

Industry - Boise Cascade, Starker Forests;

Private forest landowners and operators;

ODF foresters and staff.

No environmental groups were represented.
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The preliminary report of the Riparian Rule Study stated that:

Many other factors besides current forest practices affected
riparian areas including logging practices prior to the 1971 FPA,
and natural disturbances from fire, landslides, flooding, and
beavers;

There was little old-growth left on riparian areas on private
lands;

Current harvest operations were leaving conditions that were
higher than required standards;

Many Class II waters with clearcut harvest units had a reduction
or elimination of vegetative cover;

Disturbance of channel flow from forest practices was rarely
observed.

However, before the study could be completed, the industry-initiated

Senate Bill 1125 (see 1990 legislative response) was passed requiring a revision

of the riparian rules (Moremen 1992, Riparian Rule Effectiveness Study 1992).

1990s

The Catalyst

Several of the people interviewed pointed to the series of articles in

The Oregonian by Kathie Durbin as being a catalyst for the next round of

riparian rule changes. Awareness of habitat issues had increased during the

spotted-owl controversy and public opinion became aroused. In addition,

both interviewees and articles in The Oregonian stated that the intensified

logging that occurred in the late 1980s, which left visible scars on the

landscape, contributed to increased public concern (Springer 1997, Martin

1997).

The Oregon Department of Forestry Response

There was clearly strong public support for protecting the state's

streams and fisheries. Attendance at BOF meetings increased and, reacting to
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public concern, the BOF conducted a forum in December 1990 to address forest

practices issues. Participating were representatives from:

State and federal agencies - ODF&W, DEQ, USDA, FS;

OSU scientists - School of Forestry and School of Agriculture;

Environmental groups;

Industry;

Landowner association representatives (Decker 1990).

They identified key issues relating to stream protection in forest

operations. These included:

Protection measures were not appropriately matched to the
beneficial uses and physical characteristics of waters under the
current classification system;

Water temperature was excessive in some streams;

There was insufficient large woody debris in some streams;

There was excessive sedimentation in some streams that may be
reducing the spawning success of fish;

Juvenile fish were unable to pass certain stream-crossing
structures. (Forest Log May-June 1991)

The size of clear-cuts needed to be restricted;

Stands under 40 years old should not be clear-cut;

The effects of forest practices on increasing landslides and
decreasing biological diversity needed to be minimized;

Pesticide use needed to be restricted (The Oregonian 11/23/1992).

The Oregonian (11/23/1992) commented that OFIC, aware of public

opinion polls showing that Oregonians strongly supported protecting such

public resources as water and salmon, attempted to head off stronger water

protection rules. At the forum OFIC indicated its support of additional

restrictions on streamside logging.

In response to the forum, Janet McLennan, chairperson of the new

citizen-dominated BOF, requested that ODF study 25 issues including

potential changes in the water classification and protection rules, and report
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back to the Board by March. The timber industry, represented by OFIC, and

the Portland Audubon Society and ONRC, two environmental organizations,

also drew up plans to amend the FPA and Rules during the 1991 legislative

session (Durbin 1/11/1992).

The Legislative Response

In March, 1992, Senate hearings began on these two key bills to amend

the FPA, one sponsored by OFIC, and the other introduced by Sen. Dick

Springer, D-Portland. At this time ODF also presented its report to the BOF

who approved recommendations to:

Move cautiously in endorsing any statutory limits on the size of
clear-cuts. Springer's bill recommended limiting clear-cuts to 80
acres, OFIC's bill to 120 acres with exceptions of up to 240 acres;

Support an industry proposal to require partial forest buffers
along major scenic highways;

Tighten reforestation rules to require prompt replanting and to
assure that seedlings reach a "free-to-grow" state;

Support an industry proposal to require retention of snags and
fallen logs on timber sites for wildlife;

Tighten logging rules in areas with unstable soils;

Have ODF draft a report on how to protect water quality and
wetlands (Durbin 3/7/1991, Barnard 4/20/1991).

Before ODF proceeded very far however, the Senate passed the

industry-initiated bill (SB 1125). It was amended in the House, however, and

the Senate then rejected the revised bill. The bill was then sent to conference

committee where extensive negotiations ensued between Senator Springer,

other state agencies, and industry representatives including OFIC and

Weyerhaeuser. Environmental groups participated indirectly through

consultations with Springer and Senator Bill Bradbury who was then

Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. Senator Joyce Cohen

(whose husband was the Director of DEQ) and John Kitzhaber, who was then

President of the Senate, were also very involved in negotiating an agreement.
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The agencies were particularly concerned about the effects of logging on water

quality (DEQ) , and fish habitat (ODF&W) (Hill 6/26/1991, Springer 1997).

Some of the areas in dispute included whether the Board should be

"required" to adopt rules to minimize the adverse cumulative effects of

timber harvest, versus whether the Board should be "permitted" to adopt

these rules. A second provision would require the Board to "provide" for the

restoration of fish and wildlife habitat rather the "maintain" fish and wildlife

populations. The industry also pushed for a legislative prescription for limits

on clear-cutting that would preclude the BOF from enacting more stringent

limits (The Oregonian 6/26/1991). By all accounts it was an "emotionally

charged, polarized" process (Hill 6/29/91)

The Outcome

A compromise was finally reached on June 28, and Senate Bill 1125

passed both houses. The bill required that:

Clear-cutting be limited to 120 acres (the industry's preference,
because at that time only 80 acres was the average clear-cut on
private lands). It was the first time that clear-cutting on private
lands had been limited by state law, but most of the language
regarding the cumulative effects of logging was eliminated;

The BOF develop at least three stream classifications with rules
for each, re-examine buffers along streams to make them
consistent with the health of the forest and the protection of fish
and wildlife, and where appropriate improve the protection of
soil, air, water, fish and wildlife resources, including but not
limited to habitat, species diversity and stream morphology;

ODF assess forestry's role in the decline of coastal salmon runs
and the cumulative effects of logging on watersheds;

ODF assess the rate of harvest on private lands (Hill 1991, The
Oregonian 11/23/1992, SB 1125)

SB 1125 also established a higher water protection target than existed in

the FPA. Water quality standards, such as temperature and turbidity, would

need to be increased when developing new BMPs (Hortsch 5/31/91)
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The Second ODF Response

One year later the BOF proposed guidelines for the new rules, and

public comments were accepted during summer hearings. There was a

significant amount of criticism with the largest area of contention being

whether timber harvests should be permitted to occur in riparian areas.

Environmental groups stated that the guidelines were too vague. However,

the industry and the regional committees (who continued to primarily

represent industry interests), criticized a proposed widening of the riparian

buffer to 100 feet on either side of the stream, including buffers on smaller

streams, additional tree retention requirements, and restricting slash burning

in riparian areas (The Oregonian 11/23/1992). In response, Janet McLennan

pointed out that the FPA defined the best use of private forest land as the

production of timber, and because the Board's role was to see that the amount

of timber lands were not reduced, no-cut buffer zones were not possible

(Griffith 7/17/1992).

By October 1992, ODF was still working on the proposed rules. They

released a second draft that included industry concessions on how buffer

zones were to be measured and the requirements for slash burning in

riparian areas (The Oregonian 11/3/1992). At a hearing before the Senate

Agricultural and Natural Resources Committee, ODF was criticized by a

coalition of environmental groups for "dragging its feet." These groups raised

the concern that many trees being clear-cut were now younger than 60 years,

and they called again for a no-cut riparian buffer zone. ODF&W, DEQ, the

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish

Commission also came out for tougher restrictions than those proposed by

ODF. The conservation director of Audubon asked why ODF was not

following the recommendations of its own scientific panel that a 100 foot no-

harvest buffer of forest vegetation be required along all fish-bearing streams.

ODF noted in the draft rule that such a requirement would be too costly to

landowners (Durbin 9/30/92).
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The Oregonian reported that the timber industry felt the state was

moving too rapidly towards burdensome and excessive state regulation with

respect to the proposed rules for stream protection (Durbin 9/30/1992). The

Oregon Small Woodlands Association (OSWA) also opposed a tightening of

the rules, which they claimed would have a major impact on small property

owners (Brandis 1/3/97)

Revised draft rules were presented for public comment in January, and

again in March 1993. Two weeks prior to the March presentation, a coalition

of eighteen conservation and fisheries groups (virtually all the state's major

environmental and fisheries groups) wrote Governor Roberts urging her to

support stronger rules. In addition, four Senate leaders, including Senate

President Bill Bradbury, D-Bandon and Majority Leader Dick Springer, D-

Portland, urged ODF to work more closely with ODF&W and other state

agencies to develop long term solutions based on the best available science.

The Scientist's Response

As early as March 1992, 12 scientists presented a letter that argued for

stream buffers to remain as close as possible to mature or old-growth type

forest conditions, and they pointed out that cutting trees every 60-80 years

would not achieve those conditions (Durbin 9/30/1992). In November 1992

the debate continued, and a panel of six scientists from OSU presented sharply

differing views on the draft rules. Some scientists urged the Board to require

no-cut buffers along streams. ODF&W scientists concurred, pointing out that

a transition needed to be made between thinking about individual operations

to thinking about the cumulative effects of many operations on the health of

the ecosystem. Other scientists however, pushed for active management

including clear-cutting and herbicides to convert alder, willows and shrubs to

conifers. The key questions debated were summed up in The Oregonian as:

Should there be a minimum 100' no-logging riparian buffer?

If logging is allowed, how many trees should be left?
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Should fire and herbicides be allowed in riparian areas?

Should there be permanent stream buffers where operators are
required to leave large conifers through more than one 60-year
rotation to assure that the shade, nutrients and stream structure
they provide will be a permanent part of stream ecology? (The
Oregonian 11/7/1992, The Oregonian 11/23/1992)

The Third ODF Response

At the March 1993 meeting, bowing to pressure from Governor

Roberts, the BOF backed away from approving the proposed stream protection

rules. Instead, a new steering committee was appointed to gather more

technical data on how logging affects streams and fishes, complete an

economic analysis, and finally try again to draft new rules (Durbin 3/4/93).

During the period that the new rules were being debated, petitions to

list the coho salmon and plans to increase salmon habitat protection on

federal lands added a significant urgency to the state's effort. Within this

context, the committee worked to craft compromise rules. Committee

participants included:

Oregon Department of Forestry;

Oregon Department of Fisheries and Wildlife;

Oregon Water Resources Department;

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality;

Oregon Water Utilities Council;

Pacific Coast Federation of Fisherman's Associations;

Oregon Forest Industries Council;

Associated Oregon Loggers;

Oregon Small Woodlands Association;

Portland Audubon Society;

Oregon Trout (Solomon 1994)

Over a period of six months during 1993, the group visited 37 streams

around the state, and came up with a goal to return forest conditions along
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provide appropriate cool temperatures, large trees to prevent erosion, and

pools and riffles to accommodate the spawning needs of fish (Starker 1997).

The Outcome

In 1994, new rules were passed incorporating the steering committees

recommendations that:

The number of stream miles covered be increased by 46%;

A no-logging buffer zone of 20 feet be established;

Selective logging to be allowed within the 50-100 foot riparian
zone, but with an increase in the conifers left along streams;

Logging and road construction standards to be tightened to
assure passage for juvenile and adult fish (FPA Rules 1994).

The new rules were criticized for falling considerably short of the

stream protection levels proposed for President Clinton's Northwest Forest

Plan, which created temporary 300 foot wide no cut buffers along both sides of

major streams, and for failing to give any protection to the very large number

of small intermittent streams in the Coast Range. Environmental groups

stated the rules skimped on the protection of mid-sized and small streams

and failed to protect altogether small intermittent streams considered

important for aquatic wildlife (Durbin 1/6/1994, Durbin 1/4/1994).

An industry spokesperson from OFIC called them "a carefully crafted

package" and stated that they left room to motivate landowners "to do more

for streams than is strictly required." Despite tacit approval of the new rules

however, industry attempted to modify SB 1125 with a surprise push for a

new bill, HB 3485, during a special session of the 1996 Legislative Assembly.

This bill included provisions for significantly more stringent criteria and

obstacles for future rule changes (Moreman 1997, HB 3485).

Recently Ice et al. (1997) concluded that, while not completely effective,

the new rules do provide a level of protection that the EPA has judged

sufficient to meet the goals of the Clean Water Act. However, the article

54
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pointed out that today the public wants not only improved water quality but

also optimum habitat for aquatic wildlife. In that light, the 1997 National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) assessment of whether several coho

salmon stocks should be listed, was strongly critical of the failure of the new

rules to protect small intermittent streams (NMFS White Paper on the

Oregon Forest Practices Act 1997). The 1997 Memorandum of Agreement

(MOA) between the State of Oregon and NMFS, in response to the

implementation of the Oregon Coastal Salmon Restoration Initiative

(OCSRJ), calls for adjustments in the FPA to provide "a high probability of

protecting and restoring aquatic habitat on Oregon's forest lands.

Landslides and Logging on High Risk Sites

In February 1996 a major storm swept into the Pacific Northwest

bringing high winds, torrential rains, very cold temperatures and above

average snowpack. This was followed by a series of very warm rains,

resulting in extensive flooding. In the fall of 1996, another storm swept out of

the Pacific, again bringing heavy rainfall, making 1996 one of the wettest on

record in the Northwest. In Oregon, hundreds of landslides were triggered on

the steep mountain slopes of the Coast Range resulting in significant property

damage and several fatalities (ODF 1997).

On November 18, 1996, four people were killed when a landslide rolled

into their house in a rural area northwest of Roseburg, and one person died

when a landslide spilled onto Highway 38 at mile post 13, pushing her car

into the river. The first slide originated on steep-sloped private forest

industry land. It had been clear-cut by Champion Lumber Company between

1987 and 1988 despite its classification by the ODF regional forester as a "high

risk area" and "high risk site" for mass soil movement. A 1994 aerial photo

taken by ODF showed the 6 year old industrial clearcut to be largely

unrecovered, with bare, rocky soils exposed (Associated Press, 12/ 3/1996).
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The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) claimed that the

mile post 13 slide came from land they had tried to purchase to protect the

highway. They were not able buy it, and it eventually was clear-cut. ODOT

said the areas above the highway that were forested produced far fewer, and

less severe landslides, stating that "logging increases the risks of slides"

(Associated Press, December 3, 1996). ODF District Forester Steve Truesdell

acknowledged that the danger of landslides in the logging units had been

recognized in 1986, but that ODF had no power to prohibit the logging. "Itts

all private land. We dontt have the authority to not allow such activities"

(Barnard 1996).

The landslide-related deaths received considerable media attention,

and the relationship between forest practices and the incidence of landslides

on the steep slopes and unstable soils of the Oregon Coast Range came under

renewed public scrutiny. ODF responded with a series of actions, and the

question became whether and what policies would follow. I was thus given

the golden opportunity to look at policy in the making.

1970s

Historically, periodic landslides have been a part of natural

evolutionary processes in the Coast Range. However, whether and how

more intensive management practices affect the frequency, type and duration

of landslides, particularly in the steep, wet terrain of the Coast Range, has

been a concern for scientists and policymakers since the 1950s and 1960s (Pyles

and Skaugset, 1997). In the early 1970s, as forest practices were evaluated,

foresters and scientists pushed for special consideration of areas of unstable

soils and excessively steep topography. In 1976, an ODF evaluation of the act

with respect to how well the forest practices rules were achieving water-

quality goals on private timber lands (as required by section 208 of the 1972

Clean Water Act) indicated "concern about ... soils, because landslides

triggered by road construction are the biggest threat to water quality and fish

habitat in western Oregon. Soils are highly variable, and predicting slope
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judgment"(Brown 1978). In the mid to late 1970s, the USDA Forest Service

began work to minimize road-related landslides in parts of Oregon,

particularly the Mapleton Ranger District which was noted for its steep,

unstable slopes (Pyles and Skaugset 1997).

1980s

The Catalyst

It took the severe winters of 1981 and 1982, which resulted in

considerable landslides in the Coast Range (particularly Douglas, Tilamook,

and Lane Counties), to initiate a stronger debate on the relationship between

forest management practices on private lands and landslides.

Framing the Issue

Whether landslide frequency was related to forest practices had been

part of the debate on how to manage public forest lands. While the

environmental community had primarily challenged forest practices on

public lands, the landslides in the Mapleton area placed the issue of forest

policy for private lands on their agenda (Stahl 1997). This followed an already

visible pattern of federal issues spilling over and affecting state regulations for

private forest lands (Miller 1997).

After the 1981 storm, new questions were raised about whether past

and current forest practices were contributing to an increased frequency of

landslides in the steep slopes of western Oregon. 1000 Friends of Oregon

photographed landslides and debris jams around the state forcing the issue to

be discussed (Stone 1997, Ketcham 1997, Starker 1997). In addition, members

of the scientific community raised questions about the effect of massive debris

torrents into fish bearing streams. Research had demonstrated that sediment

in streams contributed to the deterioration of fish habitat and downstream
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water quality, and large debris avalanches often blocked stream channels,

impeded fish migration, reshaped stream channels, and altered aquatic

habitat. In addition, there was a general consensus in the scientific

community that clear-cutting and road construction increased the frequency

and flows of debris slides for some time after the management action (Sidel et

al. 1985).

The Soils Task Force

In 1981, Andy Stahl, the first staff person to be hired in the newly

created Pacific Northwest office of the National Wildlife Federation, prepared

a rule-making petition under the State Administrative Procedures Act, which

required ODF to go through a public hearing process. In response, the BOF

requested that the northwest and southwest forest practice regional

committees discuss the issue at their spring meetings (Stone 1997, Stahl 1997,

ODF Soils Task Force 1982). The BOF denied Stahl's petition to change the

rules, indicating that they preferred to study the issue still further, and as per

the southwest committee's recommendations, the state forester formed a

multi-disciplinary Soils Task Force to examine the problem in greater detail.

The group consisted of representatives from:

The Dean of the College of Forestry at OSU - Chair

ODF&W

DEQ
Weyerhaeuser Company

Pope and Talbot

Northwest Regional Forest Practices Committee (Industry)

Department of Forest Engineering - OSU College of Forestry
(ODF- Soils Task Force 1982)

There were no environmental groups or non-College of Forestry

scientists represented.
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ODF also did an aerial inventory of debris avalanches on state and

private land in the Coast Range. The inventory, which due to the problems

of using an aerial survey was only a rough estimate of the magnitude of the

problem, indicated that:

49% of the slides appeared to be in harvested areas

40% appeared to be road or landing related

11% appeared to be from green-timber areas.

The study pointed to landslides as part of a natural geologic process but

also stated that logging and road-building on steep coastal land "increases the

frequency and destructiveness of landsliding. Slides in clear-cuts move

further and cause more damage than those in uncut timber." The task force

was asked to pay particular attention to why debris avalanches were occurring

on older roads (ODF Soils Task Force 1982, Miller 1997).

In December, 1982, the task force produced recommendations to:

Improve road and landing location, design, construction and
maintenance

Remove debris cornices on landings to a stable location

Hire more in-house experts for ODF

Have LCDC incorporate debris avalanches as part of LCDC's Goal
7 (ODF - Soils Task Force 1982)

Oregon Department of Forestry Response

Using information from the Soils Task Force Report, ODF adopted new

rules in 1983 that officially introduced the concept of high risk sites. They

stated that any harvest operation and any new road building in a high risk

site needed a written plan that had to be approved by the regional forester. In

practice, this had a large initial impact because for the first time a plan could

be disapproved by ODF if they deemed it necessary (ODF 1997, Stone 1997,

Pyles 1997, Ballou 1997). However, environmental groups questioned

whether the industry-dominated regional committees would be effective in

determining whether such harvest plans should be approved (Stahl 1997).



Other new rules focused on the improvement of road and landing

layout, with the intention of further minimizing risk from high landslide

areas. In 1985, additional requirements relating to in-unit slides (slides in

harvested areas) were introduced, and geotechnical specialists were hired to

assist with written plans and the design of practices. In 1988 further

monitoring was conducted to assess the circumstances under which

landslides occurred (ODF 1997 Issue Paper: Landslide Risks to Public Safety

and Public Property).

1990s

The Catalyst

The landslides triggered by the severe storms of 1996 that killed five

people became the catalyst for yet another round of public discussion on

forestry practices. Newspapers throughout Oregon carried articles on the

tragic events, and a special story in The Oregonian detailed many of the issues

and responses (The Oregonian 2/2/1997).

Framing the Issue

During the ten years after the 1983 landslides, there was a relatively low

occurrence of landslides in Oregon. When the relationship of forest practices

to logging surfaced again so dramatically in 1997, clear-cutting had continued

to come under strong criticism by the environmental community. In

addition, members of the scientific community continued to challenge the

practice as potentially harmful to the maintenance of the forest ecosystem's

structural and functional integrity (Bernton 1997).

However, it was the loss of life from the 1996 landslides that pushed

the problem of private forest practices on high risk sites back into the political

arena. This time ODF and the timber industry saw the issue as bigger than in
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the early 1980s. Quite a few individuals commented that more was at stake

because the media, environmentalists, and others were using the controversy

over landslides as a way of pushing for a ban on clear-cutting. In that light,

the industry and ODF decided to revisit earlier scientific studies that pointed

to forest practices on steep slopes and unstable soils as increasing landslide

frequency. In addition, although there was still strong concern on the part of

the public and environmental groups for the long term protection of water

and wildlife, this time ODF, working closely with the industry, focused

almost exclusively on the issue of how forest practices impacted public safety,

and fish and wildlife protection were not significantly addressed (Jim Brown

1997, Armstrong 1997).

The Oregon Department of Forestry Response

ODF was confronted on several fronts. The families of those

individuals who had lost their life sued. The environmental community,

the media, and the general public all responded with a call for action, as did

Governor Kitzhaber, stating that public safety was a priority. Senator Wyden

contacted the State Forester expressing his desire that appropriate measures be

taken with regard to public safety (Brown 1997, Armstrong 1997). Cynthia

Wooten, D-Eugene and Floyd Prozanski, D-Eugene surprised ODF with the

quick introduction of a bill that would direct the department to identify steep,

unstable slopes that are marginal for safety, require landowners to submit

written plans for logging in these areas, and reduce industry dominance on

regional forest practices advisory committees (Associated Press 2/22/1997).

In response, The Board of Forestry called an open meeting at the state

fairgrounds to accommodate an anticipated crowd. The forum included

testimony by:

An invited panel of environmentalists put together by Sally
Cross, legislative director for ONRC. The panelists stressed that
restoration efforts would fail unless the effect of logging practices
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and roads on landslides was dealt with, and they called for a
moratorium for logging on steep slopes.

An invited panel of scientists from OSU including fish biologist
Gordon Reeves, Marvin Pyles from the Department of Forest
Engineering, and George Taylor, State Climatologist. Pyles, who
was later to be the main non-ODF scientist to testify before both
the Governor and the Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
Committee, stated that at this time there was no way to predict
whether any individual unstable site would actually fail. Reeves
pointed out that some landslides were good for fish, but not all
landslides were good for fish.

Oregon Department of Forestry Staff

The legal consultant from the Department of Justice

Other State Agency representatives

Representative Cynthia Wooten also testified in support of her Senate

bill. Referencing the 1997 NMFS white paper on the FPA, she pointed to the

problem of continued erosion from landslides, and stated that the causes,

frequency, and intensity of landslides appear to be connected to the type of

logging practices on steep slopes. Senator Bill Dwyer advocated a bill he had

introduced that would deal with the takings issue. It would prohibit building

permits in areas with the potential for landslides, and create a private sector

protection act and tax credit whereby a landowner could establish a

permanent landscape easement on a site where there was a safety impact for

certain harvest operations. Ward Armstrong, the Executive Director of OHC

indicated during the public testimony that followed, that these bills were

duplicating efforts that were already underway by ODF. (The Oregonian

February 22, 1997, Public Forum Summary Notes 1997). There was additional

public testimony from concerned citizens, and further deliberation by the

BOF. A key concern on the part of the Board was whether they had a legal

mandate to regulate for public safety. A second open meeting was held

several weeks later to discuss whether the BOF had a legislative mandate to

regulate for public safety.
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After these meetings, the Board, in response to strong public opinion

and pressure from the governor's office and legislators, called for a series of

actions that included voluntary deferral of logging on all potentially high risk

sites until a legal administrative solution was reached. However the need for

more immediate regulation became apparent when a handful of loggers and

landowners proposed a series of harvests on at least seven high risk sites, and

led by West Coast Land and Timber Company of Coos Bay, they circulated a

pamphlet urging landowners to "consider clear-cutting before . . .you lose your

right to log your own land" (Bernton 4/30/97).

The Department also began geotechnical investigations on the slides

that caused the fatalities, and began a ground-based study to examine cause

and effect between storm impacts and forest practices (ODF 1997 Slides and the

State of Oregon's Response). In addition, at the suggestion of ODF, the

Governor asked George Brown, Dean of OSU's College of Forestry, to lead an

effort to review the current literature and research on forest landslides. The

outcome of the review would be a description, in terms useful to

policymakers, of what is known and not known about the components that

determine hazards and risks of landslides, and recommendations for changes

in forest practices that could lessen the loss of life, property, and natural

resource damage beyond normal ranges (ODE 1997 Slides and the State of

Oregon's Response).

ODF staff also met with OFIC and industry representatives and went

over a draft bill crafted by industry, SBII21, that would be submitted to the

legislature.

The Governor's Response

The Governor met with the staff of at ODF and was briefed by a panel

of scientists from the Department of Engineering at OSU, and one scientist

from the USDA Forest Service. His office then put together an inter-agency

team to discuss how "to reduce the occurrence of debris flows and torrents
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and to reduce the risk to the public when these events do occur" (Governor's

Debris Avalanche Action Plan-Summary 1997). The team included:

The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF)

To require for harvesting and road building on all high risk sites:

Written plans
Notice to landowners downslope and within a certain distance
Deferral of clear-cuts and road building that threaten human lives
until statutory and administrative changes occur.

Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)

Assess state highways for public safety hazards from landslides

Coordinate with ODF on timing of harvest and road building.'

Department of Consumer and Business Affairs

Adopt code modifications to reduce risk from landslides.

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development

Review Goal 7
Restrict development in canyons and on debris fans.

Oregon Emergency Management Division

Establish permanent Interagency Hazard Mitigation Team
Require local governments to prepare landslide action plans
During storms coordinate among other state agencies

Oregon State University (OS U) and ODF

Undertake hazard mapping and a review of research on the
relationship of landslides to forest practices.
Offer evidence or a reasoned opinion on the need for potential
changes in forest practices.

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI)

Coordinate a public education campaign.
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Governor's Office

Support legislation requiring full disclosure of landslide history and
information on risk during all property transactions
Support discussion of ways to mitigate conflicts.

The Legislative Response

Both the industry and ODF staff then met with Senator Kintigh who,

as chair of the Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources, presented

SB 1211 to the Committee for open hearings. Testimony was heard from nine

individuals representing:

Forest Products Industry (OFIC)

Oregon Small Woodland Owner's Association (OSWA)

Scientist (Department of Forest Engineering at OSU)

State Agencies (DOGAMI, ODOT, ODF)

Governor's Forest Advisor

Oregonian's in Action

Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics (AFSEE)

Many members in the environmental community did not become

aware of the pending legislation until after testimony had been heard. Andy

Stahl, the director of the Association of Forest Service Employees for

Environmental Ethics (AFSEE), was the only member of the environmental

community at the hearing. He indicated that it was possibly because he was

the executive producer of a video "Torrents of Change" that filmed portions

of the Coast Range during and after the February 1996 storms, and critically

examined the relationship between management activities and natural

events (Siuslaw National Forest 1997, Stahl 1997). Industry however, had

already been working with ODF and Senator Kintigh on SB 1211, and was

familiar with extensive details of the bill prior to the hearing (Miller 1997,

Armstrong 1997).
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As initially presented, SB 1211 included measures giving the state

forester the authority to:

Deny the approval for operations on high risk sites where people
are likely to be present in residences or on highways.

During extreme storm events, close roads located in areas subject
to landslides or debris torrents where there is risk to human life.
Deny permits for construction in these areas.

Create a task force on Landslides and Public Safety to develop a
long term "comprehensive, practical, and equitable solution to
the problem" which would then replace the first three measures

The task force was specified to consist of 9 members appointed as
follows: the President of the Senate - 2 appointees; the Speaker of
the House - 2 appointees; the Governor - 1 appointee each from
ODF, ODOT, LCDC, and local government; I appointee from the
public, with no financial interest in matters likely to be affected
by landslides, who shall serve as chairperson.

The Scientists

Early in 1997, there also ensued a series of very informative lectures

and forums examining the landslide issue from a scientific perspective,

including a spring seminar series as well as several lectures and forums at

Oregon State University, and a forum at the University of Oregon sponsored

by the Cascade Center for Ecosystem Management, a partnership between the

USDA Forest Service, the Pacific Northwest Research Station, the Willamette

National Forest, and researchers at OSU.

Although a fish biologist from the USDA Forest Service had testified at

the first BOF public forum on the relationship between fish habitat and

landslides, the main focus of the BOF and ODF had been on the public safety

issue. As such, they had relied almost exclusively on scientific and technical

testimony from the Forest Engineering Department at OSU, its own

geotechnical staff, and staff from other agencies. The scientific community

however, had approached the landslide issue from two different perspectives.

One group of researchers, receiving (peer-reviewed) Congressionally
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appropriated support, and looking at public lands under the jurisdiction of

the USDA Forest Service, focused on an empirical examination of slides on a

landscape scale. An extensive number of studies had been done dating from

the mid 1960s. A combination of aerial and ground surveys were used, and

rates were compared among different forest conditions and harvests and road

treatments. While the results showed some variation, there was an overall

indication that the incidence of landslides was 2-3 times higher in clear-cut

harvested areas than in the general forest for the first 5-20 years after harvest

For roaded areas the rate was 10 times greater than the forest rate for old

roads, with indications of some improvement for new roads in the Coast

Range (Swanson 1997). In addition, research by the USDA Forest Service in

the Siuslaw National Forest in 1996 confirmed earlier studies on the

increased incidence of landslides associated with roads and clear-cut timber

harvests. This group also looked at the difference in occurrence of landslides

by ownership and found a significant increase in landslides associated with

roads and harvests on non-Forest Service lands that were managed more

intensively (Siuslaw National Forest 1997). Ted Lorenson of the ODF Forest

Practices Division confirmed that ODF studies indicated a greater frequency of

landslides during the first 10 years on timber-harvested lands compared with

slides on forested slopes (The Oregonian February 28, 1997).

Scientists also examined why roads and clear-cut areas increased slide

rates, the relationship of forest practices to the type and duration of landslides,

and where the landslides ended up. In the 1970s, a "Headwall Rating System"

was established that consisted of a variety of indicators that, when added

together, became good predictors of potential landslide areas. The goal of

these researchers was to address the landslide issue both within the context of

the ecological effects of landslides on a broad time and space scale, and the

public safety issue on a narrower time and space scale.

The second group of scientists from the Department of Forest

Engineering in the College of Forestry at OSU focused primarily on private

lands. They approached the question of landslides from a site specific
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perspective. Their question was, "Can you predict a landslide on a specific

site?" (Pyles 1997), and their research addressed the mechanism of failure on

unstable slopes. Their desire was to confirm with mechanistic analysis the

inferences that had come from empirical observations. They sought to

determine if past research had been incorrect with respect to inferences and

analyses of slope stability. Their conclusions were that analysis on a site

specific scale is highly complex and at this time not feasible (Skaugset 1997,

Pyles 1997).

ODF relied primarily on their own scientists and on scientists from the

Department of Forest Engineering for information. These scientists also

briefed the Governor and testified at the public forum and at the legislative

hearings for SB 1121. ODF decided that the conclusions that present forest

practices increased the incidence of landslides (which relied heavily on

empirical research using aerial photography) was unreliable because the

"resulting sample is biased toward finding those landslides that occur in clear-

cuts and misses those that occur in unharvested stands" (Robison, 1997,

Forest Log 1997, ODF 1997).

The Outcome

The forest products industry continued to lobby heavily for SB 1121.

The consensus however was that the bill would not make it through the 1997

legislative session, primarily due to pressure from housing and building

interests. However, on July 4, the last day of the 1997 legislative session, the

industry succeeded in reworking the bill to eliminate any measures that

would affect the building of homes, and SB 1121 passed both houses.



ANALYSIS

This fascinating journey through the nature of regulatory politics on

the Oregon Coast Range provides considerable insight into policymaking for

private lands in the regional arena. This chapter analyzes events and looks at

the role of the political players in policy formation.

Initial Contexts, Constraints, and Considerations

Context

All policy-making contains paradigmatic constraints that emerge out of

historical, institutional, and cultural influences. These set the stage for the

assumptions that are made, and often, the spatial and temporal parameters

that define policy outcomes. How the different political players even perceive

their interests is context-dependent. For example, it is more common for

perceptions to be linked to the immediacies of an individual or group's

personal orbit than to larger spatial or temporal scales. On a different level,

each researcher brings a particular context to the questions asked and hence

the observations recorded. Thus it needs to be repeated that there is an

overlay of spatial and temporal complexity in this research, and a recognition

that this analysis will reveal only part of the story. Nevertheless interest

groups and other political players are key actors in the evolution of policy,

and their role in this regional study will illuminate the policymaking process.

Private Lands and Government Policy

A distinction needs to be made between the role of government policy

in the regulation of private lands and that role with respect to public lands.
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The legal bedrock of United States policy for private forest lands goes back to

the new country's roots in English common law and the notion of private

property as being an "inalienable," right, implying that it cannot be taken

away. This has always been balanced by the government's power to pass laws

to protect the public health, safety, and welfare of its citizens. When

government stipulates policy for public land, property rights are already

embedded in the public sector and goals can be set consistent with the public

will, even if that is difficult to define. However, within our present form of

government, when government regulates the management of private land,

the balance between private rights and the public good is more difficult to

define.

The debates over the appropriate level of government regulation for

private forest lands so as to protect public assets, and who should be

responsible for the costs of protecting these assets, has been on the agenda for

decades. The appropriate balance derives from society's values, the actual

balance derives from the political arena. Early common law tradition in the

United States favored economic expansion, industrial development, and

individual property rights, a reflection of the utilitarian ideal that dominated

much early American thought.

More recently, statutory law has established a system of regulation

restricting private use of public lands as necessary to protect a variety of

environmental public goods. This has shifted the balance towards a greater

restriction of private property rights where these would inflict harm on the

public, and correspondingly, towards an increase in the responsibilities of

private land owners for the protection of public resources, health, safety, and

general welfare (DeCoster 1994, Flick 1994, Bromley 1997, Salazar 1985).

Patterns of Procedure in the Policymaking Process

In order to illuminate patterns of procedure in the policymaking

process, the preceding narrative was summarized (Appendix I) and analyzed.
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Catalysts

Several trends emerge in the search for initiators of change in the

policymaking process in this regional landscape. Catalysts and political player

responses include:

I. The forest products industry was the primary mover behind the 1971 FPA,

which was well-aligned with the industry's focus on voluntary incentives

and minimum regulation.

Specifically, within each policy area, industry continually worked to:

Obtain favorable economic programs
Avoid federal regulation by taking a proactive role in crafting state
regulation
Control the nature of any regulation

The industry's goal continues to be "to obtain a legal and regulatory

climate that will allow a reasonable return on investment" (Wilkeson 1997).

II. The key counterpoint to industry's goal was the push for policy changes

that would better protect public resources. Although many broader factors

were present, such as transitions in the economy and in the population

demographics of Oregon, two direct underlying catalysts for new forest

practice rules and regulations were:

Increased scientific information that some forest practices were
degrading fish and wildlife habitat, and that the cumulative effects
of these practices were potentially harmful to the forest ecosystem.
Federal requirements for greater protection of water and wildlife.



III. Heightened public awareness of the problems associated with current

forest practices in the 1980s and 1990s fueled the push for change. Catalysts

included:

Extensive debates about forest practices on public lands that spilled
over to private lands, such as the conflict over the northern spotted
owl (Stahl 1997, Miller 1997).
Greater media attention. For example, an extensive series of articles
on forests in the Pacific Northwest by Kathie Durbin in the
Oregonian in November 1990 was cited by several individuals as
very significant in raising the issue of changes to the riparian rules
(Green 1997, Springer 1997).
An increasing number of very visible clearcuts on the landscape,
the result of extensive harvesting on private lands. An example
was the giant clearcuts by Cavenham Forest Industries on U.S. 26
between Portland and Cannon Beach that provoked an outcry from
the public (Durbin 1990, Springer 1997).
Naturally occurring storms that triggered extensive flooding and
landslides causing damage to aquatic habitat and raising issues of
public safety. Scientific research had pointed to forest practices, such
as road building and clearcutting, as increasing the rate and
intensity of floods and landslides.
The presence of some outspoken and effective individuals working
for the protection of public resources, reinforced the forces for
change. These individuals came from the scientific and
environmental communities, as well as agencies such as ODF&W.

Responses

The Regulatory Agency - ODF

ODF displayed a distinct pattern of response. They:
Established advisory groups and task forces, and requested new
scientific studies
Moved cautiously in endorsing statutory and rule changes
Made small changes to increase protection of public resources
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The Elected Officials

Both the Governor's and Legislature's responses depended on the

political party in power, and the commitment of specific individuals to a

particular policy. Opposing parties in power sometimes produced gridlock.

Environmental Groups

The response by the environmental community had several

components. A few strong individuals directly challenged ODF using a

variety of approaches to stimulate FPA changes that would increase

protection of public resources. For example, in the 1980s active

representatives from several leading environmental organizations pushed

for rule reform. The director of the new branch of the National Wildlife

Federation used the State Administrative Procedures Act to present a rule-

making petition requiring that ODF go through a public hearing process to

review the rules (denied by ODF). Similarly, representatives from 1000

Friends of Oregon and Audubon did a field survey of riparian areas and

presented their information to the BOF and the media.

The overall response by environmental organizations was to utilize

the media and other educational approaches to create public awareness of the

issues. Their focus though was on public land policy, and in this arena their

lack of resources was balanced by the skill with which, they utilized the media

and the courts. In the area of policy for private lands however, their lack of

resources, which meant fewer staff hours, translated into a fragmented, and

less effective response.

Industry

The industry has clearly benefited from its historical ties with the

Department of Forestry and its role as the dominant force behind early forest

practice legislation. Today their response is still to work very closely with

ODF and the state legislature to influence policy. When their representation
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on the BOF was restricted to a minority in 1987, they continued to lobby

behind the scenes for appointments to the Board. This was demonstrated in

the pressure they brought to bear on the legislature (through PAC

contributions and other methods) to veto several of Governor Robert's

recommendations. It was also mentioned by industry representatives in the

interviews as one of the more significant activities that industry lobbyists

engaged in.

The industry has been continually proactive in introducing bills and

then lobbying heavily for their passage. Examples of industry responses

include their crafting in 1991 of SB 1125 (clearcut size and riparian rules), and

their push for HB 3485 during a special session of the 1996 Legislative

Assembly. This bill included provisions to modify SB 1125, and created

significantly more stringent criteria and obstacles for future rule changes

(Moreman 1997, HB 3485). With SB 1211 (landslides and public safety), the

industry helped draft a bill that did not include protection for aquatic habitat

and focused instead on the issue of public safety (which had quite different

policy implications), and they lobbied heavily for passage of this bill.

West (1982) points to the ability of an agency to resist domination by

powerful interests as an interactive process dependent on the power of the

agency as well as its constituency. This case study suggests, in keeping with

Quirck's work (1981), that where large economic interests are at stake

regulation is often designed for and primarily benefits these interests.



The Political Players: Diversity of Representation, Resources, and
Access

Diversity of Representation

Industry

Initially the industry was the only interest group involved in policy for

private lands. Industry representatives dominated the BOF and the regional

committees (created in 1971), and as a result these groups consistently

supported the minimum regulation and voluntary incentives that the

industry desired. In the late 1970s, new environmental interest groups

entered the arena. However, during the period from 1950 - 1970 the large

industries such as Willamette and Weyerhaeuser went through vast

expansion programs, becoming large and successful corporations with greatly

increased resources (Baldwin 1982, Wilson 1965). Beginning in the 1970s,

these large industries , including Weyerhaeuser, Georgia Pacific, and

Willamette Industries engaged individual lobbyists in Oregon. Today, in

most instances, these lobbyists are ever present, working full time to promote

the goals of their industry in the policymaking process. The Weyerhaeuser

lobbyist was also cited by agency and legislative representatives as being a

strong and continuing presence in crafting rules and regulations for the FPA

(Kintigh 1997, Stone 1997).

In the 1970s, the Oregon industries also formed a lobbying coalition, the

Oregon Forest Industries Council (OFIC). OFIC's goal is to "represent private

industry in lobbying for a favorable legal and regulatory climate that allows

for a reasonable return on investment and protects the ability of their

members to manage their land profitably" (Wilkeson 1997). Headed by the

same executive director for over 25 years, OFIC was consistently cited by many

of the interviewees as having the greatest longevity, and as being the key

player influencing policy for private forest lands in Oregon.
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Non-Industrial Private Landowner and Logging Groups

Representing private non-industrial forest landowners, the Oregon

Small Woodlands Association (OSWA) has been a fragmented presence for

many years. A diverse membership, lack of resources, disparate goals, and an

involvement with many member activities besides policymaking, restricts

their ability to advocate and lobby with a clear and powerful voice. This is

also true for the Association of Oregon Loggers (AOL) the trade group for

contract loggers.

Environmental Groups

In the 1970s, environmental groups expanded their presence in

Oregon. New regional groups were founded including the Oregon Natural

Resources Council (ONRC), 1000 Friends of Oregon, the Oregon

Environmental Council, and more recently the Pacific Rivers Council (PRC).

National and regional organizations including the Audubon Society, the

Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's Associations (PCFFA), and the

National Wildlife Federation extended their local presence; and local grass

roots organizations such as the Coast Range Association and the Umpqua

Watersheds Council developed. Only two have had a consistent presence

with respect to private forest policy since the late 1970s, the local chapter of

the Audubon Society and ONRC.

Almost all of the older and more established groups focused primarily

on the protection of resources on public lands where, given their limited

resources, they felt they could be most effective (Heiken 1997, Phillips 1997).

Their goals include the "promotion of an understanding, appreciation, and

protection of the natural world - focusing on wildlife and habitat"(Ketcham

1997) and the "protection of wilderness areas, water quality and salmon on

public lands" (Heiken 1997).

In their study on organized interests at the federal level, Schlozman

and Tierney (1986) described the explosion of interest groups since 1970. They
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pointed out that while large and more diverse public interest groups were

established in the early 1970s, by 1980 there were still very few of these groups

compared with corporations, trade and other business associations. The latter

made up over 80% of all organizations having Washington representation. It

appears that representation at the state level followed a similar pattern on a

smaller scale. Thus individual industry lobbyists and OFIC became larger and

more powerful over the years even as the number of environmental interests
entering the scene increased.

The Scientists

Scientists were involved in public policy almost from the inception of

the 1971 FPA. Research, such as the Alsea Basin Study, pointed to such

problems as erosion and habitat degradation that were associated with forest

practices, and these studies influenced the early rules and regulations.

The scientists have remained a continual presence since the 1970s. As

the conflict over the level of protection for public resources increased, the

focus, methods, and implications of scientific research became increasingly

politicized. The choices that scientists made on where to spend time and

energy were sometimes influenced by who supplied the resources and the

culture of the research departments and institutions. How scientists framed

their questions influenced the research they did, which in turn led to

different interpretations and recommendations for policymakers. For

example, unlike the USDA Forest Service scientists who worked for and

received funding from the federal government to examine large sites on

public lands, scientists in the Department of Forest Engineering at Oregon

State University examined the relationship of logging practices and landslides

primarily on smaller sites on private lands, and saw industry as a client.

Forest Service scientists took an empirical approach which pointed to a

relationship between timber harvest practices and landslides, whereas the

scientists from OSU approached the issue as engineers and focused their

research on whether a landslide would occur on a particular site. Their
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conclusion was that determining whether their was a relationship was too

complex to answer at this time (Pyles 1997, Swanson 1997). ODF, relying

primarily on the scientists from OSU, drew on the results of their work to

initially recommend only minimum policy changes. In general, both the

interest groups and ODF selectively emphasized different aspects of scientific

conclusions and the implications of the scientific research. This could also be

seen in the debates that occurred over the adequacy of the riparian buffer

requirements in the 1994 rules. Ingram and Schneider's discussion (1996) of

how different political players attempt to locate scientific experts to support

their views is illustrated by the interplay between scientists and other political

actors in this policymaking arena during the 1980s and 199O.

State and Federal Agencies

Initially ODF was the only agency involved with forest policy for

private lands. In the 1970s, as it became apparent that forest practices affected

the protection of water, fish, and wildlife, other state and federal agencies

became involved. The involvement of LCDC, DEQ, ODF&W, and NMFS

increased the diversity of political players. When an agency representative

was outspoken and effective, Jim Martin for ODF&W as an example, he/she

often influenced private forest policy. The reviews of the FPA by LCDC in the

1980s and NMFS in the 1990s also served as catalysts for changes in policy.



FIGURE 2- MISSION STATEMENTS
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Industry

Oregon Forest Industries Council (OFIC )-Lobbying for a favorable legal and
regulatory climate that allows for reasonable return on investment. To
protect the ability of their members to manage their land profitably.

Weyerhaeuser -Pass and defeat bills. Provide a pro-business climate. Take a
leadership role in responding to public concerns.

Association of Oregon Loggers (AOL)-Trade association. Lobby for loggers.
Promote timber supply, logger safety, and provide business services.

Oregon Small Woodlands Association (OS WA) -Represent small forest land
owners. Promote understanding and use of best management practices.

Environmental

Oregon Natural Resources Council (ONRC) -Protect public lands, wilderness
areas, water quality and salmon

Audubon Society--Promote an understanding, appreciation, and protection
of the natural world, focusing on wildlife and habitat.

Coast Range Association-Protect Coast Range forests and rivers from unwise
use, while fostering a new vision of stewardship and long term sustainability.

Pacific Rivers -To develop scientific tools, legislative policies and community
enhancement strategies to restore the ecological integrity and sustainable
human use of America's river systems.

Oregon Department of Forestry

Promote healthy diverse forest ecosystems throughout Oregon that provide
abundant timber and other forest products, habitat to support healthy
populations of native plants and animals, productive soil, clean air and
water, open space and recreational opportunities.



FIGURE 3- SAMPLE ODF LEGISLATIVE APPROVED BUDGETS

ODF

ODF receives its money through legislative approved budgets with

three primary sources of funding; the general fund, the timber harvest tax,

and the federal government. In 1973 the Oregon Legislature mandated that

40% of the funding for ODF's Division of Forest Practices, the division that

oversees forest practices on private lands, come from the timber harvest tax.

Huntington (1951), Quirck (1981), and others describe how an agency's stake in

the financial outcome of a policy can lead to promotion of that policy. This

suggests that reliance on the timber harvest tax could affect the Division's

attitude toward timber harvest policy. In addition, when timber sale
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Resources

Budget size and sources of funding were examined and analyzed, both

as indicators of an interest group's resources, and for undue influence by

narrow interests. Figure 3 illustrates ODF budget information. Figure 4

highlights interest group budget information.

State Lands Forest Practices Total Budget
95-97
Total 39,700,850 10,807,342 134,401,103

93-95
Total 32,702,577 10,577,544 131,355,634

91-93
Total 31,796,828 12,168,248 126,716,626

89-91
Total 29,828,990 6,514,411 103,578,196

87-89
Total 24,632,535 4,462,801 84,927,942

83-85
Total 29,276,140 3,537,047 83,334,203

79-8 1
Total 26,491,102 2,589,748 64,914,430



revenues from state lands are also considered, 30% or more of the entire

agency budget has been derived from timber harvest income since 1973.

While this dependency is steadily decreasing, it could serve as a financial

contstraint on ODF's policy and management decisions.
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FIGURE 4- INTEREST GROUP BUDGET RESOURCES

Oregon Small $ 143,000
Woodlands
Association
(OSWA)' 501(c)3

Environmental

Oregon Natural 700,000
Resources
Council (ONRC)
501(c)3/501(c)5

Audubon $ 150,000
501(c)3

Coast Range $ 120.000
S01(c)3 -170,000

Pacific $ 830,000
Rivers
Council
(PRC)501(c)3

Pacific $
Coast
Federation of
Fishermen
(PCFFA) -Trade
Association
501(c) 3 $

Budget Size
Jndustry

Oregon >$3,000,000
Forest
Industries
(OFIC)
plus
Oregon
Forest
Research
Institute (OFRI)

500,000

70,000

Budget Inclusions Source of Funding

Lobbying expenses, Industry
(includes administrative,
polling, scientific
studies

State legislature
(from the timber
harvest tax)

$ for industry to
research timber
harvest issues

Administrative
(fund raising),
education

Administrative
(fund raising),

Administrative
(fund raising),
conservation

Administrative
(fund raising),
education

Administrative
(fund raising),
education,
conservation work

Members

Individuals.
foundations

Individuals,
foundations

Individuals,
foundations

Individuals,
foundations

Administrative, Members
member benefits

Administrative Foundations,
(fund ra i sing), individuals
conservation work
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Environmental Groups

Environmental groups varied quite a bit in membership and budget

size. Small grass roots organizations were often the result of a single

individual's commitment to particular protection goals (the Coast Range

Association and the Umpqua Watersheds Council), and reflected a strong

purpose and a generally modest budget. The three largest regional groups

active today (Oregon Natural Resources Council - ONRC, Pacific Rivers

Council - PRC, and the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's Associations -

PCFFA) have strong memberships and budgets, but are an interesting

contrast. The more mainstream PRC receives extensive foundation support

and pays their staff good mid-level salaries. Because ONRC started as an

outspoken grassroots organization, they initially relied on individual

donations for their budget (foundations are often wary of supporting such

groups), and their salaries were, and remain, modest. PCFFA is a trade

organization, but has spun off a non-profit conservation group, the Institute

for Fisheries Research, with a mid-sized budget that comes primarily from

foundations. The local chapter of the National Audubon Society has a small

budget and pays a modest salary to its conservation director.

In all these cases, the budget covers a multitude of activities from

conservation work to education, along with specific policymaking activities.

In addition, the staff have to spend a significant amount of time just raising

their money. The environmental interest groups are all non-profit 501(c)3

organizations which means they cannot officially lobby or contribute to

political candidates or organizations (ONRC has just spun off a 501(c)5

component which can engage in some political activities).

Because their financial resources are limited, the environmental

groups have to pick their issues carefully, and they have chosen to focus

primarily on public lands. Thus they do not have the continuous presence of

the industry interest groups, confirming that in this policymaking arena, the

more focused economic interests and resources of industry work strongly to
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their advantage. When the environmental community has been involved

however, such as in the debate over riparian rules, it demonstrates an ability

to challenge industry's influence.

Non-Industrial Private Landowners

The Oregon Small Woodlands Association (OSWA), is the least

powerful and effective of all the interest groups, with a small budget that is

used for a variety of services besides lobbying. In addition, their diverse

membership lacks a united front on policy issues with the result that policy

often does not reflect their needs. The landslide issue is a good example.

With small acreages likely to be located near roads and homes, SB 1121

penalizes this group heavily. Industry however, who pushed the bill

through, will hardly feel its effect due to their large land holdings that are

mostly removed from such homes and roads. Table 6 demonstrates that

neither industry nor environmental groups consult much with this group.

Industry

OFIC is the strongest of all the groups in terms of budget size, unity of

focus, and consistent leadership and presence. In addition to the

contributions of their membership (private industrial land owners in

Oregon), they can draw on the Oregon Forest Research Institute, funded by

the state - through the timber harvest tax - to do education and research on

behalf of the forest industry. OFRI's budget is 2.8 million. While OFIC was

unwilling to share specific budget information, industry's considerable

resources are reflected in the size of their staff, the scientific and educational

studies commissioned in part through OFRI, and the PAC contributions on

record. In addition, they do not have to spend time and money raising funds.
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Access

Figures 5 & 6 describe the results of interview questions relating to

lobbying techniques that convey information about access. The results

confirm the patterns revealed in the narrative. Industry relies heavily on its

financial resources and its strong ties with the agency and the legislators to

influence policy. The policy sub-government model appears to fit here when

looking at the actual policymaking procedure. Environmental groups do

have effective indirect access however, by working through the media. They

see their key role as reshaping the government's agenda and calling attention

to previously unaddressed problems.



Industry

Environmental

Shaping
government's
agenda

Industry

Environmental

Lobbying for
appointments
to BOF

Presenting
technical
information

Industry

Environmental

Educating
the public

Industry

Environmenta

Media contact

Talking directly
with ODF staff

Serving on Attending!
advisory groups testifying

at public
hearings

Informing
members

Litigation

Helping to
draft
rules &
regulations

Letterwriting/grass
roots lobbying

Forming
coalitions

Engaging
in protests

Making
financial
contributions
to candidates
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FIGURE 5- LOBBYING TECHNIQUES



FIGURE 6- ORGANIZATION INTERACTION
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Industry

Historically, the forest industry has had high access to policymakers,

dominating the BOF, the regional committees, and most of the consulting

committees and task forces. By the 1980s, new state and federal regulations

mandated a more open and inclusive policymaking process. Additional

stakeholders began to be included in forums and committees. In 1987, the

composition of the BOF was altered to include no more than three members

from the forest products industry. Nevertheless, industry continues to be the

group most consistently involved in direct communications with ODF and

key state legislators regarding policy issues. In addition, OFIC takes a very

active role in lobbying for appointments to the BOF, and the industry

(through its PAC) contributes financial support to state legislators.

Environmental Groups

Researchers have noted that there are many forms of access to the

political system today, and the methods that an organization chooses is

generally affected most strongly by its resources and by what has already

worked (Schlozman and Tierney 1986). Although environmental groups lack

both the financial resources of industry and their more intimate relationship

with ODF, they have successfully used a strategy of indirect access through

the media and other educational activities. In their work on public lands,

litigation was a second very effective strategy, and its effects spilled over to

strongly influence policy for private lands. This was clearly evident when a

coalition of environmental groups petitioned the National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS) to list several stocks of coho salmon under the Endangered

Species Act. The result in 1997, after prolonged debate, was a Memorandum

of Agreement between ODF and NMFS requiring ODF to re-examine and

improve upon harvest practices that affected coho habitat. However, the use

of litigation to specifically address policy on private lands has not been used.
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Overall, participation by environmental groups in forums and

advisory groups has increased since the late 1980s. This was regarded as a

positive factor by many of the interviewees. Where the policy process was

more inclusive, such as in the crafting of the 1994 riparian rules, policy

outcomes reflected a greater diversity of views. Environmentalists generally

felt they were dealing with an unsympathetic agency however, and due to

limited resources, a need to prioritize, and the belief that other strategies were

more effective, they usually chose not to work directly with ODF. Thus the

passage of SB 1121, ODF's legislative response to the 1996 landslides, resulted

almost exclusively from consultations between the forest products industry,

ODF, and Senator Kintigh in a classic iron triangle.

ODF

For many years the BOF, the Chief Forester, and the staff at ODF had

industry as the only stakeholder. The forest products industry was considered

a key factor in the health of the Oregon economy. In addition, ODF's mission

focused on timber harvest, and their budget relied in part on revenues from

the harvest of trees, both mandated by legislative statute. Thus the agency

and industry had the same goal, the growing and harvest of trees. As new

stakeholders emerged in the 1980s, ODF made a transition. Mailing lists for

agency meetings have expanded enormously and include a wide array of

interests, and advisory groups have generally had more diverse

representation. This was true for example, of the final steering committee for

formulating the riparian rules. Participation at the 1997 landslides forum was

also very inclusive. However, interviewees were divided as to whether ODF

gives all stakeholders equal attention. Some felt that the agency had a broader

constituency, while others felt that industry was still the dominant interest

consulted by the agency. Looking at the policymaking processes examined,

the pattern is that a substantive inclusionary process occurs when

representatives from outside the agency, such as environmental groups,

scientists, other agencies, legislators, or the governor's staff are proactive and
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aggressive in addressing policy issues. Otherwise the agency consults mainly

with the industry who is always present and involved.

Outcomes

Since 1971, there is a pattern of increased protection for public resources

on private lands in the FPA (Figure 7).

FIGURE 7- EVOLUTION OF THE FOREST PRACTICES ACT

1944-1979 - 1980-1989 - 1990-1993 1994-1997
1971
Forest Practices Act

1972
Forest Practice Rules
Addressed:

water
chemicals
wildlife

1974
New Rules
Addressed:

mechanical
clearing

drainage
harvest
water
wetlands

1975
New Rules
Addressed:

water
mining

1977
Rule Change:

pesticides

1978
New Rules
Addressed:

fill & removal
stream channel
notification
water

1983
New Rules
Addressed:

road layout

1987
Rule Revision
Addressed:

harvesting
roads
wildlife leave

trees

1988
New Rules
Addressed:

enforcement
procedures
civil penalties

1989
New Procedures
Addressed:

appeal processes

1990
New Rules
Addressed:

wildlife

1991
New Rules
Addressed:

spotted owl, osprey,
great blue heron

T & E species
exceptions to
resource site

protection
SB 1125 Addressed:

scenic values
T & E species
cumulative effects
wetlands
stream protection

1992
New Rules
Addressed:
'enforcement!
clearcut size &
spacing

wildlife leave trees
scenic corridors

stream protection

1993
New Rules
Addressed:

ecological sites
clearcuts

1994
New Rules Addressed:

classification and
protection of state
waterways

1995
New Rules Addressed

reforestation
civil penalties

1996
HB 3485 Addressed:
clearcut harvests



FIGURE 8- FOREST PRACTICES REGULATED
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1944-1979 - 1980-1989 1990-1993 - 1994-1997

Added:
water pollution

'chemical pollution
wildlife habitat
mechanical

clearing
drainage systems
harvest operations
wetlands
water quality /
mining
pesticide

regulation
fill & removal
stream channel
changes
harvest

notification

Added:
road layout
enforcement &
penalty procedures
public & operator
appeal processes

Revised:
harvesting
road construction
wildlife leave

trees

Added:
sensitive bird

nesting,
roosting, & watering
sites
protection of

northern
spotted owl, osprey,
great blue heron
protection of T & E
species
wildlife leave trees
clearcut

size/spacing
significant

wetlands
scenic hwy.

corridors
ecological sites
scenic values

Added:
new Stream
classification rules

Revised:
reforestation rules
civil penalties
clearcut

requirements
wildlife leave trees



FIGURE 9- ENVIRONMENTAL OUTPUTS PROTECTED
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1944-1979 1980-1989 1990-1993 1994-1997

forests
water (pollution)
wildlife
wetlands
stream channels

forests
water (pollution)
wildlife
wetlands
stream channels

forests
water (pollution)
wildlife
wetlands
stream channels

T&Especies
sensitive species
ecological &

scientific sites of
significance

scenic values

forests
water (pollution)
wildlife
wetlands
stream channels

T&Especies
sensitive species
ecological &

scientific sites of
significance

scenic values
fish bearing streams
domestic use streams
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The question is whether the level of resource protection is substantive?

Public opinion polls suggest that Oregonians now look to their forests

foremost for their non-economic values (Davis and Hibbitts 1997), and that

both Oregonians and the national public have strong biocentric value

orientations towards their forests (Steel et al. 1994). In this light it is

interesting to look at the policy outcomes of some of the more recent

controversial issues. For example, a key issue of the 1994 riparian rules was to

define a no logging buffer zone that would offer significant protection for

aquatic wildlife. The final 20 foot no logging buffer zone established in the

1994 riparian rules ended up being considerably less than the 100 feet

minimum buffer supported by many scientists and the environmental

community, and significantly less than the 300 feet established in the

President's Forest Plan for public lands. SB 1121, the policy passed in response

to concerns about logging on high risk sites and unstable soils, only focuses

on the short term issue of public safety, and postpones once again the issue of

whether logging on these sites may be detrimental to aquatic habitat.

The forest industry and ODF have voiced their general approval of the

act and rules as they stand today. ODF's response to the National Marine

Fisheries Service's (NMFS) critique of the Forest Practice Act and Rules, is

that the federal agency's solution to cumulative effects (to "minimize the

number of actions") is in effect "an example of highly unscientific and biased

interpretation to bolster limits to management activities" (ODF Response to

NMFS White Paper 1997). ODF points to the need to recognize that whether

acceptable thresholds of cumulative impact are either significant or exceeded

is both a technical and political decision. They emphasize prioritizing site-

specific analyses as both pragmatic, given limited resources, and also

reasonable given a lack of scientific data in many instances.

On the other hand, environmental organizations, NMFS and other

agencies, and the public have criticized forest practices, including that:

The FPA does not take an ecosystem management approach and has
not considered cumulative effects.
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There is insufficient protection of aquatic habitat including small
intermittent streams, that are in the majority in the Coast Range.
There is insufficient consideration of forest practices on high risk
sites with respect to potential damage to aquatic wildlife.
Clear-cutting as a technique is too invasive and private forestry has
to reform its harvest methods (NMFS White Paper 1997).

While ODF and the timber industry support the goal of increased

protection of public resources, industry makes it very clear that their rate of

return to their investors and a favorable business climate (both linked to an

abundant harvest) are the key goals for them. Similarly, ODE's priority is still

to provide abundant timber and other forest products. Thus, regulations

protecting public goods on private forest lands has generally been piecemeal,

with ODF taking a reactive rather than a proactive approach. This has

resulted in a lack of consideration for the integrity of the forest ecosystem as a

whole. The push for voluntary incentives by both the agency and the

industry allows them to satisfy the primary goal of production within a

secondary goal of protection, but it is not necessarily the way to get consistent

protection for public goods, and both the act, the rules, and their

implementation reflect this.



FIGURE 10 - ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Were there any overall patterns of influence and procedure in the

policymaking process?

The forest industry worked to obtain favorable economic
programs, and both avoid federal regulation and control the
nature of state regulation.

The key counterpoint was the push for policy changes that
would better protect public resources. A direct underlying
catalyst was new scientific information that forest practices were
degrading habitat.

The push for change was fueled by heightened public awareness
primarily due to the debates over public land policy, greater
media attention, visible scars from clearcutting, naturally
occurring events, and the presence of outspoken individuals
promoting change.

ODF's pattern of response was to establish advisory groups,
request new scientific studies, move cautiously in endorsing
statutory and rule changes, and where necessary make only
small changes.

Specific individuals determined the response by the Governor's
office and the Legislature.

Environmental organizations had a fragmented response to
private land policy due to their primary focus on public lands.
They utilized the media and educational tools to create public
awareness of issues.

The industry's primary response was to be proactive in
introducing bills and then lobby heavily for their passage.
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Did the evolution of the FPA and Rules reflect a diversity of interests?

Historically, industry was the only interest group influencing
private land policy.

The 1970s saw the emergence of new environmental
organizations. At the same time industry expanded its presence
with the formation of OFIC and the addition of individual
lobbyists.

Scientists influenced policy in the 1970s, but by the 1980s, they
began to disagree over the objectives, methods, and implications
of their work

Initially ODF was the only agency involved with policy for
private forest lands. In the 1980s other agencies began to
participate in policymaking.

Resources varied considerably with industry having significantly
more financial resources and the ability to use them (via
donations, staff lobbying, and scientific studies) to directly
influence policy. The weakest group was OSWA. non-industrial
private landowners, with low resources and diverse objectives.

Environmental groups made good use of educational material
and the media to gain access to the policymaking process.

Forty percent of the budget of the Forest Practices Division of
ODF is derived from the timber harvest tax as per legislative
mandate. Combined with the Division's historic ties to the
timber industry, this could constrain regulatory decisions.
Interviewees were divided as to whether ODF had made a
transition to a more inclusionary policymaking process.

What were the outcomes of the policymaking process?

The FPA reflects a pattern of increased resource protection since
1971. However there has been strong criticism that it is not
substantive with respect to managing the overall ecosystem, the
consideration of cumulative effects, and the protection of aquatic
habitat. Recent policy outcomes generally favor industry's
position.



DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

American society has explicitly committed itself to a democratic form

of governance as a way of resolving conflicting objectives. The protection of

the public interest in private lands is therefore advanced when policymaking

procedures include substantive participation by all stakeholders. However,

the overall patterns of influence and procedure for policymaking in this

region prior to the 1980s primarily point to "client politics," in agreement

with other case studies such as those by West (1982), Salazar (1985) and

O'Toole (1988).

Today the situation is more complex. The forest products industry still

has the greatest comparative advantage in financial resources and direct

access. While this is in general a great handicap for more "purposive" groups

such as the environmental community, when these groups have been

involved in a particular issue such as old growth forests on public lands, they

have successfully utilized the media and other educational methods to gain

access, and their results have often spilled over and affected policy for private

lands. This supports the theory that where public opinion and direct electoral

support carry more weight than instrumental resources, a group can be

successful in using indirect methods to influence policy. However, Ingram,

Laney, and McCain (1980) point out that on the state level, general support for

environmental concern is unlikely to be translated into legislative action

unless interest groups exist that can effectively channel this public concern

into specific issue areas. As demonstrated in this study, environmental

groups and other resource agencies have not been consistently involved in

policy for private lands in western Oregon, whereas industry is always

present. Thus industry's desire and efforts to control the nature of all

regulation affecting private forest lands has often inhibited efforts to impose
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more stringent requirements for the protection of public goods on these

lands.

ODF, the key regulatory agency, has increased its advocacy for such

protection of public resources in its written material and through

encouraging more diversity at public forums and Board Meetings. However,

the agency still consults more often with industry, particularly when other

interest groups are not active on an issue, and, as was seen in the passage of

Senate Bill 1121 (logging and landslides), works hand in hand with industry

on crafting legislative policy. For a democracy to function optimally on this

local level, a first recommendation would be that the agency continue to

become a more representative and inclusive organization on every level, not

only with respect to its goals, but also with respect to the management tools it

promotes and implements. Studies have shown that the norms and values

that agency staff holds are key factors in agency policy outcomes (Fortmann

1990), therefore increasing the diversity of backgrounds and views for agency

staff and consulting a broader group of scientists could help achieve this

recommendation.

Scientists were initially influential in providing input into the early

FPA. Today, the political use of scientific and technical information to

support the positions of different stakeholders has lessened their credibility.

A second recommendation would be for scientific institutions to re-evaluate

how to provide information with a minimum of bias, and for ODF to

broaden the base of its scientific consultants.

Finally, a third recommendation would be to eliminate the Forest

Practices Division's dependence on the timber harvest tax so as to minimize

the possibility that their stake in the financial success of timber harvest would

influence their policy decisions.

The question remains as to whether the economic and political

structure of our system will enable long term solutions for the protection of

public resources on private lands?
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FIGURE 11- INTERVIEWEES

Mike Miller - Associated Oregon Loggers
Andy Stahl - Association of Forest Service Employees for Environmental

Ethics
Chuck Willer - Coast Range Association
George Brown - Dean, College of Forestry, Oregon State University (OSU)
Marvin Pyles - Department of Forest Engineering, College of Forestry, OSU
Arne Skaugset - Department of Forest Engineering, College of Forestry, OSU
Glen Spain - Director, Pacific Coast Federation of American Fisheries
Ward Armstrong - Executive Director OFIC
Bonnie Phillips - Forest Water Alliance
Dick Springer - Former State Senator
Peter Green - Governor Kitzhaber's Forest Advisor
Jim Martin - Governor's Salmon Technical Advisor
Ray Wilkeson - Legislative Director, OFIC
Jim Brown - Oregon Department of Forestry
Charlie Stone - Oregon Department of Forestry
Ted Lorensen - Oregon Department of Forestry
Dave Moreman - Oregon Department of Forestry
Doug Heiken - Oregon Natural Resources Council
Sally Cross - Oregon Natural Resources Council
Deny Miles - Oregon Small Woodlands Association
Fred Swanson - Pacific Northwest Research Station
Trig Sletteland - Pacific Rivers Council
Paul Ketcham - Portland Audubon
Bob Kintigh - State Senator
Thomas Wilde - State Senator
Denny Jones - State Senator
Greg Miller - Weyerhaeuser
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